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Chapter 1 
General Introduction 
In 1917 de Sitter proposed his cosmologica! model, now called de Sitter 
space with positive cosmologica! constant [SitlT], which describes a curved 
expanding universe. Lemaître and Robertson noted the existence in this 
model of a 10-parameter group of motions [Lem25], to be identified with 
the group SO(4,l), whereas the space with negative cosmologica! constant, 
anti-de Sitter space (AdS), has SO(3,2) as its symmetry group. 
These spaces with constant curvature are the only spaces which admit 
a continuous group of motions. Positive curvature corresponds to de Sitter 
space, negative curvature to anti-de Sitter space, and zero curvature to 
Minkowski space. 
Constant curvature spaces are the natural extensions of flat space in 
the sense that the de Sitter groups can be contracted, in the Inönü-Wigner 
sense [Ino53], to the Poincaré group by letting the curvature go to zero, in 
the same way as the Poincaré group can be contracted to the Galilei group 
by taking the speed of light to infinity. 
In 1935 Dirac put forward the view that field equations for elementary 
particles should be invariant under the de Sitter groups rather than the 
Poincaré group because we live in an expanding universe [Dir35]. The field 
equations were derived from the point of view of general covariance by 
Schrödinger [Sch40]. 
A summary of the situation around 1962 is given by Gürsey [Gur62]. 
He discusses field equations for particles with spin 0, 1/2, and 1. Philips 
noticed that the conserved quantity to be associated with energy is not 
positive definite for the de Sitter space, and this seems to be a serious 
3 
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objection against the use of the de Sitter group as space-time symmetry 
group for elementary particles [Phi62]. SO(3,2) is to be preferred to SO(4,l) 
because of the serious difficulties that arise from the indefinite spectrum 
of the Hamiltonian, common to all irreps of this group. (For a general 
discussion of the de Sitter space and references, see e.g. Ref. [Bir82].) 
The classification of the irreducible unitary representations of the uni­
versal covering grrup of the anti-de Sitter group SO(3,2) was given by Evans 
[Eva67]. They are infinite-dimensional because the group is not compact. 
In a series of papers Fronsdal gave a group theoretical treatment of ele­
mentary particles in anti-de Sitter space based on the AdS group SO(3,2) 
[Fro65,Fro75b,Fro79]. 
Renewed interest came with the notion that anti-de Sitter space was 
the natural space-time background in gauge extended supergravity theories 
[Duf86]. 
The problems associated with the fact that AdS is not globally hy­
perbolic, so that the initial value problem is ill defined, were resolved by 
imposing suitable boundary conditions at spatial infinity [Avi78]. 
Binegar et al. developed QED in anti-de Sitter space and found in a 
group theoretical treatment that the most simple choice of the gauge pa­
rameter с in Gupta-Bleuler quantization is с = 2/3, whereas in flat space 
it is с = 1 [Bin83,Gaz85]. 
In order to do quantum field theory propagators were obtained for scalar 
particles [Bur85,A1186,Dul85]. In this thesis we will construct spinor and 
vector propagators, and confirm the special gauge choice in AdS QED. 
The Lehmann spectral representation for scalar fields and renormaliza-
tion in AdS was recently considered [Dus86j. Also some supersymmetric 
theories and supersymmetry representations were obtained [Bre82,Bur86]. 
Anti-de Sitter symmetry also appeared in the so-called strong gravity 
theories, where a short range strong spin 2 field (f-field) interacting with 
hadrons is coupled to an infinite range graviton field (g-field), in order to 
describe strong interactions |Ish71]. 
Recently it was also suggested that the remarkable singleton fields of 
80(3,2) could be seen as the constituents of massless particles and had­
rons. Because of the unusual properties of these singletons, which makes 
them unobservable when the flat space limit is taken, it was suggested that 
they could be identified with quarks, and thus a kinematical confinement 
mechanism was obtained [Fla78]. 
5 
Böhm et al. have used the group SO(3,2) and its supersymmetric ex-
tension Osp(l,4) as spectrum generating groups for hadrons [Boh85]. 
Another area of physics where anti-de Sitter space is of interest is in bag 
models for hadrons. In order to describe the physics of strong interactions 
a model has been constructed where the confinement mechanism for quarks 
is based on a strongly curved SO(3,2) bag, obtained by central projection 
as described in chapter 5 of this work, in which quarks carry out harmonic 
oscillations with a universal frequency ω = c/R, where R is the radius of the 
bag and с is the speed of light. After quantization the universal frequency 
can be related to the apparent universal (average) level spacings AE of 
quarkonia spectra by AE = 2ω, independent of the quark mass. When 
strong decay has been taken into account a good description of mesons 
is obtained [Dul83,Bev84a,Bev84b]. After color Coulomb interaction has 
been taken into account also leptonic decay widths of quarkonia can be 
suitably described. 
In chapter 2 a general introduction of anti-de Sitter space and a treat­
ment of the physics in such a space is given. 
In chapter 3 expressions are constructed for homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous propagators for spinor fields of arbitrary mass. The same is done 
in chapter 4 for vector fields. 
In chapter 5 expressions are found for the generalization of the Coulomb 
and Yukawa potential for scalar and vector particles in anti-de Sitter space. 
Furthermore, a description of the anti-de Sitter bag is given. 
Numerical solutions for relativistic spinor fields in the SO(3,2) bag with 
color Coulomb interaction, representing one-gluon exchange, are studied in 
chapter 6. Perturbative calculations are done in chapter 7 in order to make 
a comparison with the 'exact' numerical solutions of chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 
Introduction to anti-de Sitter 
space 
A genera! introduction of anti-de Sitter space and a treatment of the physics 
in such a space is given. The problems that arise when one wants to do field 
theory in anti-de Sitter space are discussed. Also some group theoretical 
aspects are treated of the group SO(3,2), of which the covering group is the 
invariance group of the anti-de Sitter space. 
2.1 Anti-de Sitter space structure 
Consider a four-dimensional curved space, which is of Minkowski signature 
( — 1,— 1,— Ι , + l ) . The maximum number of independent Killing vectors 
in four dimensions is 10 and a maximally symmetric space is necessarily 
homogeneous and isotropic about all points. The vector space spanned by 
the Killing vectors determines the isometries of a metric. So, maximally 
symmetric spaces admit a continuous group of motions with 10 essential 
parameters. It can be shown that a maximally symmetric space has con­
stant curvature Л and, if the conventions of Ref. [Wei72] are adopted, the 
Riemann curvature tensor can be written as 
Έμι/λ/. = <*{9μρ9ι,Χ " 9μλ9ν<>} , (2.1) 
where the connection between the curvature and the curvature tensor is 
given by 
7 
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Я = -12α . (2.2) 
These spaces are called de Sitter space for α < 0, Minkowski space for a = 0 
and anti-de Sitter space (AdS) for a > 0. They are uniquely determined 
for a given value of a. For these spaces the Weyl tensor Ομ^χ,, is zero, which 
means that they are conformally flat. 
An alternative way to introduce these spaces is by considering the fol­
lowing metric [Haw73,Rin77]: 
da2 =(l- ^ Л г 2 ) dt2 - f i - hrA 1 dr2 - r2{de2 + sin2 θάφ2) . (2.3) 
It was discovered by de Sitter in 1917 (with A > 0) in connection with cos­
mology, where it still is of importance, because it appears in 'inflationary' 
models of the early universe [Gib83]. It satisfies the Einstein equation 
Я μ* = ^9ßu , (2.4) 
where %μ„ is the Ricci tensor and A is the cosmologica! constant. Apart 
from the usual coordinate transformations Eq. 2.3 is the unique solution 
of Eq. 2.4, and therefore the successor of Minkowski space for nonzero 
cosmologica! constant A in an empty space. 
The metric Eq. 2.3 represents a pseudosphere of curvature 4A, and can 
be expressed in identical form with any event (r, θ, φ, t) as the new origin. 
The space with A < 0 is the anti-de Sitter space. Comparing Eqs 2.2 and 
2.4 we find 
f . - I _ -Я' . (2.5) 
A space of constant curvature may be realized as a pseudosphere in 
five-dimensional pseudo-Minkowski space with metric 
ds2 = dg + dg - dl2 , (2.6) 
and the group of motions is the set of pseudorotations that take this surface 
into itself. For AdS we can take the hyperboloid Sf with equation 
£ + £ - Γ = Α 2 . (2.7) 
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The group of rotations that leaves this hyperboloid invariant is SO(3,2). 
For a de Sitter space we can find the invariance group SO(4,l) in a similar 
way. 
There are two major problems when one wants to consider the anti-de 
Sitter space as a model for space-time. 
Firstly, there are closed time-like geodesies, which can be seen as follows. 
Consider the following transformation: 
ζι — r sin θ cos φ , 
£2 = r sin θ sin φ , 
Сз = r cos θ , (2.8) 
1/2 
=
 R{í+R>) 9mR 
=
 R{1+V) COSR 
It maps the space defined by Eq. 2.3 isometrically onto the whole of S^. 
We see that τ,β,φ = constant goes into a circle on the hyperboloid, with 
t/R the angle about the axis of symmetry. Thus history repeats itself after 
t = 2nR. Although to some historians this would perhaps be a fortunate 
circumstance, this is not a desirable feature of the mapping, because the 
closing of worldlines is not implicit in the metric Eq. 2.3. We can modify the 
mapping topologically in order to avoid this feature. Instead of regarding 
Eq. 2.7 as an ordinary hyperboloid, we can regard it as an hyperbolic scroll 
wrapped around itself; when we have gone around a circle we simply are on 
the next sheet and therefore we do not run into problems with causality. In 
fact the original S1 χ Л 3 topology of anti-de Sitter space has been modified 
to the topology R*; we have obtained the covering space, CAdS. 
Secondly, there is the lack of a global Cauchy surface, i.e. the space 
is not globally hyperbolic [Haw73,Rin77], which makes the initial value 
problem ill defined. In order to discuss this problem we choose a special co­
ordinate system. Consider the hyperboloid Eq. 2.7 and define the intrinsic 
coordinates χμ = (t,x,) and p2 = χ • χ — ι,2 as follows [Bre82]: 
R 
ξ, — — tan ρ Xi , 
Ρ 
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& = R sin f sec p, (2.9) 
ξζ = R cost seep . 
The radial variable ρ has the range 0 < ρ < π/2, and ρ = π/2 corresponds 
to spatial infinity. The range of t is —π < t < π for AdS and —oo < t < oo 
for CAdS. Writing the coordinates i , in terms of spherical coordinates 
ρ,θ,φ, we obtain the metric 
ds2 = (-) [(di)2 - {dp)2 - sin2 ρ{{άθ)2 + sin2 θ(άφ)2)\ . (2.10) 
We note from Eq. 2.10 that AdS is conformai to half the Einstein static 
universe (ESU), i.e. the metric of constant t surfaces is a conformai factor 
times the metric of the upper hemisphere of S 3 . The absence of a global 
Cauchy surface in AdS can be seen from the equation dt = dp for radial 
null geodesies (light-like). The surface at ρ = π/2 is time-like. Information 
propagates from ρ = 0 to ρ = π/2 (spatial infinity) in finite time π/2. 
Conversely, information leaking in from spatial infinity reaches the origin in 
finite time. The Cauchy problem becomes well-defined if suitable boundary 
conditions are imposed at infinity. To put it in other words, information 
crosses the equator of S3 in the conformai extension to ESU, which is 
globally hyperbolic because S 3 is compact. Boundary conditions have to 
be imposed on the equator. This problem is similar to quantization in a box 
in Minkowski space [Avi78]. By imposing reflective boundary conditions the 
timelike surface at infinity acts effectively as a reflecting 'wall'. 
The most general spaces satisfying the 'cosmologica! principle', which 
means large-scale isotropy and homogeneity, are the Robertson-Walker 
spaces [Wei72)Haw73,Rin77] 
ds2 = (dt)2-R2(t)i^-i+p2((de)2+sm2e(d<t>)2)\ , (2.11) 
or equivalent forms after coordinate transformations. Неге к is a constant 
(0, ±1) and the spatial curvature is proportional to k/R2(t). Minkowski, de 
Sitter and anti-de Sitter space are special cases of the general Robertson-
Walker spaces. R(t) is determined by the Einstein equations. Anti-de 
Sitter space can be put in the Robertson-Walker form with R(t) = cost 
and к = —1 by the following transformation (with R = 1 in Eq. 2.7) 
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ζι = ρ cos t sin θ cos φ , 
& = ρсовІат sin φ , 
Ê, = ρ cost cos θ , (2.12) 
& = γ 1 + Ρ2 cos t , 
& = siní . 
This coordinate system, however, covers only part of the space. 
One of the possibilities that anti-de Sitter space arises as a solution of 
the Einstein equations is for a negative cosmologica! constant and empty 
space, as we have seen. 
2.2 Anti-de Sitter group SO(3,2) 
The group of automorphisms which leaves the hyperboloid Eq. 2.7 invariant 
(isomorphic to 0(3,2)) has four connected components [Eva67,Dul84b]. Let 
G' be the connected component of the identity. It will be called the anti-
de Sitter group and is not simply connected. It can be identified with 
the restricted SO(3,2) group (no time inversion). Let G be the universal 
covering group of G'. It is a simply connected, noncompact, real simple Lie 
group. G has no faithfull unitary finite-dimensional representations. We 
now identify the Lie algebra д of G with that of G'. 
The algebra of infinitesimal generators is the Lie algebra of SO(3,2). 
We can represent them by 
^ΜΝ = ί[ξ
ΜτΈ
α-ξΝ
τ
^) · (2.13) 
The commutation relations satisfied by the 10 independent rotation oper­
ators are 
\LMN,LPQ} = —i {TÌMPLNQ + VNQLMP — VMQLNP — VNPLMQ) , (2.14) 
where η^^ is the five-dimensional metric diag( —1,-1,—1,1,1). Let В be 
the universal enveloping algebra of д. Because д has rank two we have two 
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Casimir operators [Eva67] 
r —
 1 1 τΜΝ 
C2 = WMW
M
, where WM = ^tMNopqL
NOLp<i {е
пш
 = 1) . (2.15) 
We can recast the commutation relations in a different form in order to 
clarify its structure [Fro65]. Define 
Et = - ^ (L<k ± iLtk) (i, j , к = 1,2,3) , (2.16) 
then the first 4 generators satisfy the commutation relations of the Lie 
algebra of SO(2)xSU(2) and the other 6 are 'energy' raising and lowering 
operators. 
Let K' be the maximal compact subgroup of the anti-de Sitter group 
G'. It is isomorphic to SO(2)xSO(3). The universal covering group K, 
isomorphic to SO(2)xSU(2) (~ means covering), is called the maximal 
essentially compact subgroup of G, i.e. its image in G' is compact. Unitary 
irreps of К are finite-dimensional and specified by a pair {Ε,]'). 
If we want to consider one of the de Sitter spaces as our space-time, 
we have to find the projective irreducible representations, or equivalently 
the irreps of the universal covering group. Then we can classify elementary 
particles according to those irreps, as in the Minkowski case, where we can 
classify elementary particles according to the irreps of the Poincaré group. 
The energy operator of the Poincaré group, P4, turns out to be the con-
traction of the element L^ [Eva67,Fro65], as will be discussed in the next 
section. We therefore define the energy operator in the de Sitter spaces as 
1(64· I n the Lie algebra of SO(4,l), LM belongs to a noncompact Cartan 
subalgebra. If we diagonalize its representing operator on an irreducible 
unitary representation space for the group, the energy eigenvalues are con-
tinuous and symmetrically distributed about the origin. Thus we cannot 
define a positive energy in a simple way. If we consider 80(3,2) however, 
the energy operator L54 belongs to a compact Cartan subalgebra and the 
energy eigenvalues are discrete. There exist unitary irreps of SO(3,2) which 
possess positive-definite or negative-definite energies, and these representa-
tions contract to the physical representations of the Poincaré group. 
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2.3 Unitary irreps with positive energy 
We shall now give a classification of the discrete irreps of SO(3,2) by look­
ing at their content by restriction to K, so according to the К irreps 
[Eva67,Hei8l]. Let {Eo,s) denote the (2s + l)-dimensional space of an irre­
ducible SO(2)xSU(2) representation. D(Eo,3) is the space of an SO(3,2) 
irrep with the lowest weight (Eo,s), where lowest weight here means the 
SO(2)xSU(2) irrep which contains the lowest weight (E0,sx = — s). Defin­
ing the twist of a representation as t = E0 — a, we then have the following 
representations: 
The Dirac singletons with twist 1/2 
L>(l/2,0) = £ ( 1 / 2 - 1 - * , * ) , 
k=0 
oo 
D ( l , l / 2 ) = £ ( l + fc,l/2 + fc). (2.17) 
k=0 
We further use the abbreviations 
oo 
A{Eo,s) = ^2L{Eo + k,3 + k) , 
t=o 
L(Eo + k,a + k) = Σ(Εο + Ь + n,s + k) , (2.18) 
n=0 
and similarly A'(E0, з) and L'(E0 + к, s + к), where the summation contains 
only even n. 
The twist-1 representations have the following weights: 
#(1,0) = Δ'(Ι,Ο) , 
D(s + 1,3) = Δ ( θ + 1 , β ) ( « = 1 / 2 , 1 , 3 / 2 , . . . ) . (2.19) 
Together with the irrep .D(2,0) they are associated with massless particles, 
which means that these particles propagate on the light cone in anti-de 
Sitter space. For s > 1 we obtain gauge theories. 
For a = 0,1/2 and t > 1/2 we have 
D(£o,0) = A'(EQ,0) , D(E0,l/2) = A{E0,l/2) , (2.20) 
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and for 5 = 1,3/2,... and t > 1 we have for 
j - l 
3 integer, D(Eo,s) = £ A(Eo + fc, з - к) φ Δ'(.Εο + θ, 0) , 
3-1/2 
s half-integer, D(Eo,s) = Σ Α(Ε° + k>s " k) · ( 2 · 2 1 ) 
t=o 
For the negative energy irreps we find the same result with EQ changed 
into — EQ. The Clebsch-Gordan series of the tensor products of these pos­
itive energy irreps of the universal covering group of SO(3,2) have been 
calculated by Heidenreich [Hei8l]. The Casimir operators have the follow­
ing eigenvalues in the іггер О{Е0,з): 
Ci = в{а + 1) + Eo{E0 - 3) , 
C2 = - θ ( β + 1 ) ( £ ; ο - ΐ ) ( £ ο - 2 ) , (2.22) 
as can easily be seen when we write the Casimir operators in terms of the 
generators E,Jk, and E*, e.g. for Οχ, 
Cl = E
2
-3E + 2E¿E; + J2 , (2.23) 
and note that the state with lowest weight E0 is annihilated by the operator 
We now describe the flat space limit and the corresponding contraction 
of the group [Fro65]. For that purpose we take a point in four-space and 
choose our coordinates in five-space so that the fifth axis passes through this 
point. Then LpV with μ, и — 1, ...,4 generate ordinary rotations around this 
point and Lsß = RPß generate covariant translations. The commutation 
relations between these operators are 
[Ιΐμ,,, Lpx] = —І (ημι)^χ + ηνχΙιμρ — Vß\Luf — ^ ί/μλ) , 
[Lft^yPp] = — 1 (ημρΡ
ν
 — VvpPßl , 
[Ρμ,Ρ,\ = - ¿ ¿ V · (2-24) 
These reduce to the commutation relations for the Poincaré group when 
R —• oo. This contraction is called an Inönu-Wigner contraction [Ino53]. 
2.4. Elementary particles 15 
The de Sitter groups are the only simple Lie groups which can be contracted, 
in the Inönü-Wigner sense, to the Poincaré group. The Casimir operators 
Eq. 2.22 reduce, after contraction, to the Casimir operators of the Poincaré 
group 
¿ * = ΡμΡ> , 
where W is the usual Pauli-Lubanski vector 
К = -γ^νΡ" • ( 2 · 2 6 ) 
For an irrep D(Eo, s) the Casimir operators have, after contraction, when 
we write E0 = mR and take R —* oo, the eigenvalues 
¿ C i = m 2 ' ¿ c 2 = - « ( « + l ) m 2 , (2.27) 
so we see that the positive energy irreps of SO(3,2) reduce to the positive 
energy irreps of the Poincaré group. In fact the lowest eigenvalue EQ can 
be associated with the mass, and 5 with the spin of a particle. 
2.4 Elementary particles 
Let φ(ξ,) be a scalar field, on which the action of the generators MMN is 
given by 
MMN = i (b-^ñ-&•£;} • (2-28) 
Combining the quadratic Casimir operator Ci = M 2 for spin 0 with the 
eigenvalue of this operator we find for the wave equation [Fro75b,Dul85] 
[M2 - Eo(E0 - 3)}φ(ζ) = 0 . (2.29) 
The connection between the energy f^ o a n d m, which we use in our version 
of the scalar field equation is given by EQ = m + 3. One can obtain a 
complete set of solutions of Eq. 2.29 which form a basis for the unitary 
irrep D(E0,0) when EQ > 1/2. Massless scalar fields correspond to the 
(2.25) 
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values E0 = 1,2, because then the wave equation is conformally invariant. 
In both cases the Casimir value is —2. The set of solutions forms a complete 
set of orthogonal basisfunctions for a specific value of EQ with respect to 
the scalar product 
{Φι, Фг) = i J d3xv/=? д^ФІ dt ф
г
 . (2.30) 
The spectrum is given by [Fro74,Fro75b] 
E = Εο + 2η + ί = τη + 2η + ί + 3 , η = 0 , 1 , . . . , (2.31) 
where £ is the angular momentum. However, we have to choose only one of 
the two sets for the massless case, since both sets are separately complete, 
even though the wave equation is the same for both cases. Alternatively, 
when we look at the scalar propagators we also have two possibilities cor­
responding to the two E0 values. We can distinguish between these cases 
by taking suitable boundary conditions at spatial infinity. 
An interesting thing is to take the flat space limit of the wave functions. 
In that case we obtain the flat space solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation 
(spherical Bessel functions) if we keep at the same time the energy levels 
in Eq. 2.31 constant. 
Another interesting limit is to let the curvature go to zero by putting 
R = c/ω and taking the nonrelativistic limit с —• oo. In that case we 
obtain the Schrödinger wave functions for the harmonic oscillator potential 
| т и 2 г 2 . This connection lies at the root of the unitarized meson model of 
the Nijmegen group [Dul83,Bev84b,Bev86a]. 
In the same way, when we look at spinor fields, we can find complete 
orthogonal sets for each value of EQ with respect to a suitably defined scalar 
product. They form a basis for a unitary irrep D(E0,l/2) for Eo > 1. 
For the conformally invariant case EQ = 3/2 we can find two different 
sets of complete orthogonal functions with definite parity and we have to 
choose one of the two [Fro75a]. They are connected by a kind of chirality 
operator. The connection between the mass parameter m appearing in the 
Dirac equation and EQ, the lowest energy eigenvalue, can be seen from the 
spectrum. For a given mass m we have two sets. The first one is given by 
|Bev84a] 
* = m +
 J + 2 n + { * ; > : < + $ ( £ > 0 ) П = 0 ) !,...) , (2.32) 
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and the second one by 
In the range - 1 / 2 < m < 1/2 both sets form a complete orthogonal system 
with respect to the scalar product 
Oh . lM = ƒ dSxv/=ff(íOO)1/VÍ0i · (2.34) 
For the spin 1 case and higher spins similar sets can be found. 
2.5 Boundary conditions 
One way to obtain boundary conditions is to consider wave functions on the 
whole of ESU, as defined in Section 2.1, and mapping back on CAdS space. 
This corresponds to defining initial Cauchy data on a pair of surfaces for two 
different times. This construction is performed by Avis et al. for scalar fields 
and denoted as 'transparent' boundary conditions [Avi78]. They show that 
the charges MMN associated with the Killing vectors, i.e. energy, angular 
momentum, etc., are conserved when considered as a sum of two quantities 
taken at the two times t and t + π R . In a field theory in the AdS space the 
SO(3,2) transformations are realized by hermitian operators (charges) 
MMN - -i ƒ ¿ х ^ О Ь д г , (2.35) 
where the Killing vectors are defined in intrinsic coordinates as 
LMN = i-MN^v > (2.36) 
and Τμ„ is the (improved) stress tensor. The operators ММц and LMN 
satisfy the commutation relations of SO(3,2). On a scalar field ф{х) they 
act as 
\Мш,,ф{х)\ = -ΙΜΝΦ{Χ) • (2.37) 
Another possibility is to consider 'reflective' boundary conditions, such that 
the charges are conserved when taken on a single time t, which is equivalent 
to require no flux across the boundary ρ = ж/2. In fact, for the massless 
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case one obtains precisely the two sets of wave functions corresponding to 
the irreps .D(1,0) and £>(2,0), where the first satisfy Neumann and the 
second Dirichlet boundary conditions at ρ = π/2 in ESU. In the same way 
one should make a definite choice for the propagators, corresponding to 
one of the two sets, but not a linear combination, to prevent information 
losses at spatial infinity. For the massive case a suitable condition is that 
wave functions should vanish faster than (cos/>)3/2 at infinity or that the 
propagators should vanish faster than (cosp)3 [Dul85], although for certain 
supersymmetric theories this condition must be relaxed when the improved 
stress tensor is taken [Bre82]. 
Chapter 3 
Spinor propagators in anti-de 
Sitter space-time 
Expressions are found for homogeneous and inhomogeneous propagators 
for spinor fields of arbitrary mass in anti-de Sitter space-time. 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the main problems in high energy physics today is to understand 
why quarks and gluons are confined. It is generally assumed that quantum 
chromodynamics (QCD) alone is responsible for confinement, but so far 
no proof has ever been given. It is therefore expedient to make models in 
which confinement has been built in a priori. 
In analogy to models put forward by several authors [Ish71], a model 
was studied in which this was done by geometrical means [Dul83)Bev84b]. 
Here, quarks and gluons move inside a spherical bag with anti-de Sitter 
(AdS) metric, and carry out harmonic oscillations with a universal fre­
quency equal to с/Д, where R is the radius of the bag. In quantized form 
this frequency can be related to the apparent universal level spacings of 
quarkonium spectra. 
In another article the connection between QCD was suggested via spon­
taneous symmetry breaking of the conformai symmetry of the QCD La-
grangian to SO(3,2) or AdS symmetry [Dul84a]. 
Published in J. Math. Phys. 21 (1986). Co-author: C. Dullemond. 
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In order to take quantum effects into account, like gluon exchange be­
tween quarks, etc., we need the use of propagators. Early work has been 
done by Fronsdal [Fro74] for homogeneous AdS scalar propagators and 
Fronsdal and Haugen [Fro75a] for spinor fields. The massless case for ar­
bitrary spin has been studied by Fronsdal [Fro79] and Fang and Fronsdal 
[FanSO]. In an earlier paper, expressions for SO(3,2) symmetric massive 
scalar propagators, homogeneous as well as inhomogeneous, were found, 
using configuration space methods [Dul85] (see also Refs [DeW63,Bir82]). 
As is well known, in order to write down a meaningful Dirac equation in 
a curved space, one has to define an orthonormal vierbein field that cannot 
be specified by a unique covariant prescription and is therefore arbitrary to 
a large degree. Such a vierbein field must therefore also play a role in the 
definition of spinor propagators if these are to be genuinely independent of 
embedding spaces. 
In our view, this point has obtained insufficient attention in the present 
literature on propagators in curved spaces [DeW63,Bir82]. Meanwhile we 
want to stress again the importance of inhomogeneous propagators like 
the Feynman propagators, which are vacuum expectation values of time-
ordered field products. Time is here a many-valued reference function, and 
the introduction of a covering of AdS space is necessary. Discussions on this 
subject can be found in Refs [Fro74J and [Dul85]. It is important to note 
that these propagators are not just trivial extensions of the homogeneous 
propagators [Dul85]. In the present paper we use the results obtained 
in Ref. [Dul85] to find homogeneous and inhomogeneous propagators for 
spinor fields in AdS configuration space. 
Furthermore, we have to specify implicit boundary conditions in order 
to obtain unique propagators [Dul85,Fro75b,Avi78]. In general this can 
be done by taking the solution, which goes fastest to zero when a certain 
invariant quantity approaches minus infinity. (For certain physically inter­
esting systems this may be a too stringent condition. See Ref. [Bre82]. For 
a general discussion see e.g. Ref. [Haw73].) 
In Sec. 3.2 we give a review of the scalar propagators obtained in 
Ref. [Dul85] and discuss some properties. 
In Sec. 3.3 we obtain spinor propagators as a function of the coordinates 
ζ
Μ
 (M = 1,..., 5) of five-space, on the hyperboloid ζΜξΜ = R2 = const > 0, 
which describes (a covering space of) AdS space. The generalized Dirac 
equation we use can be seen to arise from a fünfbein formalism, with trivial 
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fünfbein ^ = 6% (see also Ref. [Fro74]). 
In Sec. 3.4 we obtain the spinor propagators for a natural vierbein by 
performing a local rotation of the fünfbein, such that one of its 'legs' points 
in the radial direction. This rotation can be performed in such a way that 
the AdS vierbein becomes independent of time. Strictly speaking, this is 
not a necessity, but it is certainly convenient. For practical purposes, it 
is better to stick to one choice of the vierbein field for all propagators 
independent of the reference point. Although we can use any coordinate 
system, in order to obtain a bag structure we choose special coordinates, 
which are obtained by performing a central projection [Bev84a]. This is 
done in Sec. 3.5. 
3.2 Scalar propagators 
Consider a five-dimensional space with coordinates ξΜ (M = 1,...,5) and 
metric 
7/MJV = d iag(- l , -1 ,-1 ,1 ,1) . (3.1) 
Anti-de Sitter space can be visualized as (the covering space of) the hyper-
boloid 
^ е
м
 = - ¿ *
 + ^ + f = Д2 = const > 0 . (3.2) 
Transformations leaving this hyperboloid invariant form the covering group 
of SO(3,2). Therefore, a winding number must be introduced, or alterna­
tively we can use a many-valued reference function, which plays the role of 
time. 
Consider the equation 
-ПІФ= ÍD4 + ^ í U = 0 . (3.3) 
We shall take as reference point f¿ = (0,0,0,0, R) and define the invariant 
quantity 
λ = №11? = 1 - (f/R2) . (3.4) 
We are interested in those functions that are invariant under transforma­
tions leaving the reference point invariant. They have the form 
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ф{Н,\,п) = Нтф{п){\,т) , 
where η is a winding number. 
Introduce the angular momentum operator 
д д 
MMN = i £Μ"57Ϊ7 — £лг 
and 
' diN v ' dg 
M2 = -MMNM
MN
 . 
м 
Then 0(
п
)(Л,т) satisfies 
( M 2 - m ( m + 3 ) ) ^ ( λ , τ η ) = 0 
The time variable t is introduced by 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
? = \jR} + e sm(t/R) , 
ξ
5
 = }/R2 + e coa(t/R) , (3.9) 
and is many-valued in f^-space. Because m and —(m + 3) are interchange­
able, we limit ourselves to m > — | . The exceptional point m = — | will 
not be considered. For the homogeneous propagators, satisfying Eq. 3.8 we 
have [Dul85], for | λ |< 1, 
-sinhrím+lHG^r) 
+ coS\n(m + l)n}G?0)(tM) (3.10) 
where 
im 
'(0) G№M) = 
2nR2 '•№) Д(л)-
(та + 1)
4
(я, + 2 )
^(-С,^;а ;А)#(Л)], 
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G^n = 
2πΑ2 
f ( l ) _ ( m + l ) ( m + 2 ) f ^ m « + » ; a ¡ ^ 
1 η | λ | - χ ( τ η , λ ) (3.11) 
and x(m, λ) is a real analytic function, regular in the domain | λ |< 1, with 
appropriate analytic continuation for | λ |> 1. The discrete function θ(χ) 
is defined by ƒ*„, 6(x')dx' and £(i) is defined by 2 (х) - 1. 
We can also define positive and negative frequency parts by 
Then 
where 
G£ = -(Gm ± iGm) 
G m / ¿M\ лтя-»(т+1)п^-im ΐ ¿M\ ±(r.)U ) = e ^±(0)(Ζ ) » 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
G ? ( 0 ) ( e M ) = Hm 
ЬР»)^ ' ΐ -0 4π 2Α 2 
1 ( m + l ) ( m + 2) / m m + 3 
^ψ« 
F ^ m ! П ± І ; 2 ; А ) І П ( - А Т £ ) - Х К А ) 
for | λ |< 1 and 
λ±£ = λ ± ie??/R
2
 . 
The inhomogeneous propagators satisfying 
(M2 - m(m + 3)) G^M) = -A2¿(4»(n¿i„o , 
are the retarded and advanced Green's functions 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
S ^ a d v = ± ' (±<)G m , (3.17) 
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and the Feynman propagator 
G? = (l/2t')[Gm + ií(t)Gm] . (3.18) 
Note that the singularity on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.16 occurs only on 
the principal sheet of the covering. 
In the conformally invariant 'massless' case (m = —1) we obtain 
G-Fl(tM) = (1/47г2іД2)[1/(Л - iet??)} , for t -> 0 . (3.19) 
To find the propagators for an arbitrary reference point ξβ1, we use the 
invariant forms 
λ = 1 - [η/Κ]2 , (3.20) 
and f (75), where 
s = í4eS-íe t í , (3·2ΐ) 
and -γ = ζΜξ0ι ζΟΜ· 
The definition of winding number η can be given as follows: 
(i) η = 0 when ζΜ can be obtained from ξβ1 by continuous displacement 
within the allowed domain without changing the sign of η; 
(ii) Δ η = ± 1 , whenever η changes sign and Δί > 0, Δί < 0 resp., with 
t given by Eq. 3.9. 
For Ι λ |< 1, we find 
«(A) - ( m + 1 ) 4 ( m + 2 ) F ( - f , = ± » , 2 ; A) Six)] , (3.22) 
and G^j is given by Eq. 3.11. 
G|^j and G(
n
) are obtained from these using Eq. 3.10. We can find the 
inhomogeneous propagators as follows. 
Define t by Eq. 3.9 and to by 
Й = V^ + g Mto/R) , 
^ = \/д г + g соз(*о/Д) . (3.23) 
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Then t — to can only change sign when λ < 0, η = 0. Moreover, either 
Gm{iM\ ff) = 0 or f = ζ? , which makes e(t - to), 0(t - to) effectively 
invariant functions when multiplied by G m ( £ M ; ξβ1). We find 
G
ret,adv = ±e\±(t-t0)\G-, (3.24) 
G? = (l/2i)[Gm + ie(t-to)Gm] . (3.25) 
If we define for all propagators 
Gm(lt; fe,to) = G ^ U " ; g) , (3.26) 
then 
| M í - m ( m + 3)]G(í,t; í ; ío) = - A 2 ¿ Í ( 3 ) ( í - & ) ¿ ( t - t o ) · (3.27) 
3.3 Spinor propagators 
Introduce the four-dimensional Dirac matrices 
7 м = (і - Л У ) , (3.28) 
where -7" are the usual flat space Dirac matrices and η* = —ίη1η2η3η*. 
They satisfy 
{ηΜ,ηΝ}=2ηΜΝ . (3.29) 
Consider the equation 
ПъФ = ΐ
Μ
θ
Μ
η
Ν
θ
Ν
φ = о , (з.зо) 
and write 
>(Д,Л,п) = Ятф(п)(Ь,т) . (3.31) 
Then <^(„)(Ä,m) satisfies 
{Щмд
м
 + [(m - IJ/Ä^ekf} {mNdN + {m/R)^N^} ф{п)(Х,т) = 0 , 
(3.32) 
which implies that 
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S(n)(À,m) Ξ {κηΝ3
Ν
 + (m/R)Y^} ф{п){Х,т) (3.33) 
is a homogeneous spinor propagator if <^(
n
)(A,m) is a homogeneous scalar 
propagator. It satisfies the equation 
{mMdM + [(m - 1)/Я^МЫ} S(n)(X,m) = 0 . (3.34) 
This result is the same as that found in Ref. [Fro75a]. 
Here a remark is in order. From Eq. 3.33 we see that a differential 
operation must be applied to a singular function (see Eq. 3.11 ). However, 
as has been shown in Ref. [Dul85], the singular function can always be 
written as the limit of a differentiable function that is an exact solution of 
the original homogeneous equation. The correct procedure is to apply the 
operator RrjNdfi to this function and then take the appropriate limit. 
We find the inhomogeneous spinor propagators by using inhomogeneous 
scalar propagators. They are given by the same formula (Eq. 3.33) and 
satisfy the equation 
{R^dM + [(m - 1)/Ι1\τ"ξ„} Sfoit") = RWiDS* . (3.35) 
Also here a differential operation must be applied to a singular function 
that is the limit of a regular function. The latter satisfies the original 
inhomogeneous equation, but with the ¿-like source function smeared out. 
The proper procedure for carrying out the differentiation is the same as for 
the homogeneous case. 
As an example we give the Feynman propagator for m = — 1, 
c-UM- ! ί Τ 6 . ( * - 2 ) + ? 6 Α ί 
ti'U'-TriV \ (A-we1«1 I ' ( * 
in the limit £ —• 0. 
For an arbitrary reference point ¿¡J* we find 
--им Μ
λ
_ 1 f 7 М Ы А - 2) + 2( 7 /Д г )7"6,м1 ,-__, 
SF ( ί
 '*·
 ,
 - τ^ \ (A-«(t-íohS)' J ' ( ^ 
in the limit e —• 0. 
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In order to obtain unique propagators, we take the solution that goes 
fastest to zero when λ —* —oo, and limit ourselves to m > — | [Dul85]. (For 
certain physically interesting systems this may be a too stringent condition. 
See Ref. [Bre82].) 
3.4 Spinor propagators for a natural vier­
bein field 
The generalized Dirac equation obtained in Sec. 3.3 can be seen to arise 
from a fünfbein formalism, with a special choice of the fûnfbein 
КГ = # , (3-38) 
where 
7 м = ν^η* , (3.39) 
and 
V M ' W . ' Ï 5 ) . (3.40) 
Неге M is the 'world index' and A the local index. We make a rotation of 
this fünfbein field, such that one of its 'legs' points in a direction perpendic-
ular to the hyperboloid (radial (R) direction). Since the square of the Dirac 
operator in curved spaces is not simply related to the scalar field operator 
the introduction of this rotation is necessary. We therefore introduce the 
transformation matrix 
U(Ìt) - e - d W x i V 4 ' / 2 * , (3.41) 
where 
X = s i n h - 1 ( | í | / A ) . (3.42) 
Then 
-Μ
 Ξ ν
Μ
Ί
Λ
 =
 щМи-і
 j (3 43) 
where Vf* points in the radial direction. Equation 3.34 can be written as 
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RlM [дм + UidMU-1) + \(т-1)/Кг}ы] U(lt)Sm{lt) = 0 . (3.44) 
This implies 
{-iYDlt + [{m + l)/R)}i'UlÍt)Sm{£t)=0, (3.45) 
where 
η
β
 = ν^η" (μ world index, α local index) , (3.46) 
and where the covariant derivative Ομ is given by 
Dp = 3μ + Γμ . (3.47) 
Here Γμ is defined as follows: 
Γμ = ¿ Δ ^ σ - ' , (3.48) 
with 
Δμ,αβ = ΐνσμ'α "β ~ 'σβ,μ'^β ι (3.49) 
and 
о
аР
 = \{іа,1Р\, (3.50) 
and Τ
νσβ
 is the affine connection. The matrices η" are the usual Minkowski-
space Dirac matrices satisfying 
{^,^}=2η^. (3.51) 
Equation 3.45 is the Dirac equation for anti-de Sitter space whose metric 
is given by 
gß» = V£Vfraß . (3.52) 
The vierbein V^ 1 is given by 
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(і + Г/лТ 1 ' 2 , 
V¿ = О, (3.53) 
{ç + (W£2)[(i + É W / 2 -1]} · 
(rp-iCe/R*)) • (3.54) 
From Eq. 3.45 we see that the 'massless' Dirac equation corresponds to 
m = — 1, as should be the case. The solution to Eq. 3.45 can in this special 
frame be written as 
USr{lt) = {-iYDr+\{m + 2)lR]}1*UGm(ít) , (3.55) 
with Gm{£,t) a scalar propagator. The solution for the inhomogeneous 
equation 
{-iYDll + l(m+l)/R}}Sm(Ît)=U(£t)63(&(t)=63(ï)6{t) , (3.56) 
is given by 
Sm(ít) = { t T A , + [(m + 2)/R}} UGm(Ít) , (3.57) 
where Gm(£, t) is an inhomogeneous scalar propagator. 
Consider the Lagrangian 
Г = ^ Г ( ^ а ^ + [ ( т - 1 ) / Д ] ^ ^ ) ^ т , (3.58) 
which can be written as 
С = yfHC = C = ? т ( - і Г £ + [(m + l)/Äl)V'm , (3.59) 
where 
ψ'= ψυ-\ ψ^η'ΊΙφ. (3.60) 
^ο
0 
Κ
0 
We obtain for д'"' 
я
00 
9" 
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When quantized they satisfy the following commutation relation: 
{^{it),W(6>,t)}i*=¿s(í- è) · (3.61) 
For the Feynman propagator with arbitrary reference point, we can write 
Eq. 3.35 as follows 
RfrfdM + [(m - 1)/Л17М6#)Л»"(0 | Τφη(ξΜ)Τ(^) I 0) 
= R263{Ç- ¿) í ( t - ίο) , (3.62) 
which implies 
{-iYD„ + [(m + l)/R]}^U{lt)i{0 | Тфт(ПТ(^) I 0) 
= f i t - έ)*(ί - ίο)^(έ, «о), (3.63) 
or 
{-¿ГД, + [(m + 1)/Я]} ¿(0 I Тф'т(1і)^т(^,і0) I 0) 
= «
3(f - 6)«(t - to) , (3.64) 
which is consistent with Eq. 3.61. 
Thus, for an arbitrary reference point ζ^ the solution for the inhomo-
geneous propagators is given by 
Sm(Ìt;b>,t0) = {»TA + \(m + 2)/R)}U(U)Gm(£it;b,to)U-1{ÇD,t0) . 
(3.65) 
Note that since for m = — 1 the scalar propagators are not unique (see 
Refs [Dul85,Fro75b,Avi78]), the massless spinor propagators are not unique 
either. Uniqueness can be restored by putting m ^ — 1 and taking the limit 
m-> - 1 . 
3.5 Spinor propagators for central projec-
tion coordinates 
We can perform a central projection [Bev84a] defined by 
t -> t , Ç'' = x* coshx . (3.66) 
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For the metric g"" = V£Vftaß we then obtain 
g00 = ( 1 - a r 2 ) , a^l/R2, 
g0> = gt0 = 0 , (3.67) 
g» = ( l - a r ^ ^ + a i V ) , 
with vierbein V£ 
V00 = ( l - a r 2 ) 1 / 2 , v.0 = V¿ = 0 , 
V; = ( l - a r ^ ^ f ^ - a x V l l - b i l - a r 2 ) 1 / 2 ] " 1 } . (3.68) 
The anti-de Sitter metric is thus conñned to a spherical bag of radius R 
in i^-space, which can be used as a geometrical description of hadrons 
[Dul83,DuI84a,Bev84al. The spinor propagators can be obtained from the 
propagators of Sec. 3.4 by performing the coordinate transformation of 
Eq. 3.66. In the flat-space limit (R —* oo) we obtain for the mass less 
Feynman propagator 
•^'^ •'°> = -¿K*-t)--V (3·69) 
which is a solution of 
- iYduSF{x,t;x0,t0) = 63{x-x0)6{t - to) . (3.70) 
This is the correct result. 
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Chapter 4 
Propagators for vector fields in 
anti-de Sitter space-time 
Expressions are found for homogeneous and inhomogeneous propagators 
for vector fields of arbitrary mass in anti-de Sitter space-time using a gen­
eralization of Stueckelberg's Lagrangian for a massive vector field. The 
mass less case (quantum electrodynamics) is also considered by taking the 
appropriate zero-mass limit. 
4.1 Introduction 
Recently there has been great interest in field theory in anti-de Sitter (AdS) 
space-time because this space occurs as a natural space-time background 
in extended supergravity and Kaluza-Klein theories [Duf86]. Another place 
of interest is in models for hadrons in which confinement has been built in 
by means of an AdS bag in which quarks and gluons move along geodesies 
[Dul83,Bev84b,Bev86a]. In order to take quantum effects like gluon ex­
change into account, one needs the use of propagators. 
Early work has been done by Fronsdal [Fro74] for homogeneous AdS 
scalar propagators and Fronsdal and Haugen [Fro75a] for spinor fields. 
The massless case for arbitrary spin has been studied by Fronsdal [Fro79] 
and Fang and Fronsdal [Fan80]. Anti-de Sitter quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) was recently developed by Binegar et al. [Bin83] for a particular 
Published in J. Math. Phys. 2δ (1987). Co-author: С Dullemond. 
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gauge fixing choice с = 1/3, and by Gazeau [Gaz85] for the general case in 
the framework of the representation theory of the AdS SO(3,2) symmetry 
group. Vector propagators in maximally symmetric spaces have recently 
been studied by Allen and Jacobson [A1186]. 
In previous papers, expressions were found for SO(3,2) symmetric mas­
sive scalar and spinor propagators, homogeneous as well as inhomogéneo us, 
using configuration space methods [Dul85,chap3]. The same method will 
be applied in this article. 
Anti-de Sitter space-time is not simply connected; therefore we need 
the introduction of a covering space [Fro74,Dul85j. Furthermore, implicit 
boundary conditions at infinity have to be imposed in order to get a well-
posed Cauchy problem and to make the propagators unique [Dul85,Avi78]. 
This can be done by requiring the propagators to approach zero 'sufficiently' 
fast when a certain invariant quantity approaches minus infinity [Dul85]. 
In Sec. 4.2 we give a review of the Stueckelberg method for obtaining 
massive vector propagators in Minkowski space. In the massless limit one 
obtains QED with Gupta-Bleuler quantization. In Sec. 4.3 we obtain the 
appropriate vector field equations with arbitrary mass in AdS space-time. 
In Sec. 4.4 we construct homogeneous and inhomogeneous vector propaga-
tors and in Sec. 4.5 we discuss the normalization of the propagators using 
the quantum conditions. In Sec. 4.6 we discuss the massless case (QED with 
Gupta-Bleuler quantization) and compare our results with those obtained 
by Gazeau [Gaz85]. 
4.2 Massive vector fields in Minkowski space 
Consider Stueckelberg's Lagrangian for a massive vector field in Minkowski 
space with metric ημι, — diag(l, - 1 , —1, -1) [Bog83,Itz80] 
С - -\F^F^ + ί μ 4 Λ " - ¿с^Л") 2 , (4.1) 
with field equations (for с φ 0) 
( D + μ2) Αμ - (1 - с^дуА" = 0 , (4.2) 
and 
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[Π+μ'/ο\3μΑμ = 0. (4.3) 
The Feynman propagator in fc-space is given by 
σ-,^ ,μ') = - « ( ^ " ^ y + ,, * ^ ( М ' . } , (4.4) 
( At2 — μ1 + »e Jk2 — μ2/с + te J 
where the first part is transverse and the second part longitudinal (pure 
gauge). The massless limit is given by 
or in i-space, 
в
-м-а{(1+;)і<^+И)і£?Ы· '«' 2 ( i 2 - ie) 
After quantization the commutator of two fields reads 
\Αμ{χ),Αν{0)} =ІПІШ{х), 
where 
0^(х) = В%(х)+В[™Цх), 
with £)*5(i) and £)¡.°ng(i) given by 
DÍix)=if (2π)3 - » * · * . (M 6(^-μΙ) 
and 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Д £ П 8 ( * ) = ι" ƒ ^ e - * · - c t A t o J ^ í í f t » - m2) , (4.10) 
with m2 = μ*/с. This homogeneous propagator is normalized, such that 
the quantum conditions are fulfilled: 
[АД*)Ж(о)]|(=о = i ^ ï l = «V (ι + ^ гті>*) **(*) · ( 4 1 1 ) 
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In terms of the conjugate momenta 
and fields, we obtain, of course, 
[Αμ(ζ),π„(0)] |,= 0 = ίημνδ3{χ) . 
Performing the integrals in Eqs 4.9 and 4.10 we obtain, with 
λ = χμχ
μ
 , λ_£ = λ - tei - б
2/4 , χ0 = t - ie/2 , 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
^
(s) =
 ¿Ч11'"'[¿ - ¿ JI (M>A) lJi(mVX)] 
1 
μ γ λ с τηνλ J 
Й Р
 ln (
"
A
-
)+ér, [Λ('"/Χ) " ;-'=(гоЛ)] м-*-) 
μ γ λ с ττιγλ с 
MJI(M\/Ä) 
2 
2 λ . 
(λ- £ ) 2 
μ73(μ\/λ) т^з(»тг\/А) 
^ ^ 
ln( 
-λ-.) } · (4.15) 
In the massless limit (QED with Gupta-Bleuler quantization), we obtain 
OO - ¿4*-¿ • ГО [£ - SF] } · (416) 
We see that the gauge fixing choice с = 1 (Feynman gauge) gives the 
simplest expressions for Eq. 4.15: 
^ ^ ¿ . ^ ¿ - ^ Ц - Л - . ) ] } , (4.17) 
where the last term vanishes for the massless case. 
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4.3 Massive vector fìelds in anti-de Sit ter 
space 
Consider a massive vector field Αμ in a curved space-time with coordi­
nates ι μ (μ = 0,...,3) and metric ρμι/ with signature ( + , — , — , — ) . The 
Lagrangian is [Bir82j 
CA = -7^=0 V " + \\?^ЯА»А» , (4.18) 
4 ¿ 
where g = det ρμ„. When μ
2
 φ 0 the field equations are 
ЗД ^ " Ί + fSV^gA" = о . (4.19) 
Taking the divergence, we obtain the generalized Lorentz condition 
3„(V=ffA") = ν=9Α»μ = 0 , (4.20) 
where the semicolon denotes the covariant derivative 
^ = < μ + Γ ^ Λ ' , (4.21) 
with Γ"^μ the affine connection. Now consider a five-dimensional space with 
coordinates ξΜ (M = 1,...,5) and metric 
η
ΜΝ
 = diag(-l, - 1 , -1,1,1) . (4.22) 
Anti-de Sitter space can be visualized as (the covering space of) the hyper-
boloid 
tuf = -ξ2 + й + & = R2 = I/o = const > 0 . (4.23) 
The time variable t is introduced by 
Í4 = ^R2 + Ç2 sint/R, & = \/R2 + ? cost/R, (4.24) 
and is many-valued in f^-space. 
In the following we restrict ourselves to the first sheet only. We intro-
duce a five-dimensional vector field Вм, which satisfies the transversality 
condition (no component perpendicular to the hyperboloid) 
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ζ
Μ
ΒΜ = 0 . (4.25) 
The Lagrangian is given by [Bev86b] 
CB = -^GMNG
MN
 + Urn + l )(m + 2)BMBM . (4.26) 
4 / 
Here, GMN is defined by 
GMN = {дм -a^)BN - {дк - " Ы В м . ( 4 · 2 7 ) 
with 
д
м
= dM - afatNdN (4.28) 
the tangential derivative. The equation of motion which follows from 
Eq. 4.26 reads [Bin83] 
(M 2 + 2)BM + a" 1 dMdN BN - 2ÉM dN BN = (m+ l)(m + 2)BM . (4.29) 
This is equivalent to Eq. 4.19 when 
θχ
μ 
в>« = дстА>> ( 4 · 3 0 ) 
and gßU is the AdS metric. Here, 
M2 = ±MMNMMN , (4.31) 
with 
MMN = {{fad» - Ъгдм) . (4.32) 
Taking the divergence of Eq. 4.29 we obtain for m / —1, —2, 
дм В
м
 - 0 , (4.33) 
which is equivalent to Eq. 4.20. Then Eq. 4.29 reduces to 
[M2 - m(m + 3)\BM = 0 , (4.34) 
which is the equation for a scalar field. 
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Now consider the Lagrangian which is the generalization of Stueckel-
berg's Lagrangian (Eq. 4.1) for AdS space 
CB = --GMNG
MN
 + Um + l)(m + 2)BMBM - U(dM BM)2 . (4.35) 4 ¿ L 
When m = —1, —2, we obtain the Lagrangian for AdS QED with a gauge 
fixing term. The field equation for Вм now becomes 
[M2 - m(m + 3)]B M - (c - l )«" 1 Ьмдн BN -2fa ΘΝ BN = 0 . (4.36) 
Taking the divergence we obtain the scalar equation 
{M1 - [(m + l)(m + 2)]/c} дм BM = 0 , (4.37) 
which is the analog of Eq. 4.3. 
4.4 Construction of propagators in anti-de 
Sitter space 
Take as the reference point ^ on the hypersurface Сом to1 = R2· The 
propagator matrix element GMN{£, 6J) · 3 a n invariant function of 
λ - 1 - (α-γ)2 Ξ 1 - г2 , (4.38) 
where -γ = (¡^См. The tensor structure is given by two basic transverse 
(with respect to ξ and Co) tensors. Introduce the transverse projector 
PUN = 4MN - <*Ы6v , (4.39) 
(i.e., дм= PMNÖ1*). The two basic tensors are [Gaz85] 
PMRPORN = PM · PON = VMN - «ÍAÍÍN - α&ΛίΕοΝ + «г^ м^олг , (4.40) 
and 
^POSN^PTM = ζ • PONCO ·ΡΜ = {ξΝ- zMibM - гЫ) · (4.41) 
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Writing 
GMN{z) = PM • P0Nf{z) + αζ • P0N^ · PMg{z) , (4.42) 
and substituting this into the homogeneous equation 
[M2-m{m + 3)}GMN-{c-l)a-1dMdPGpN-2fadPGPN=O, (4.43) 
we obtain for ƒ and g the following coupled equations: 
[M 2 - (m + l)(m + 2) + 4c]ƒ - (1 - c)zf' 
+ (-3 + 5c)zg + (1 - c)(l - z2)g' = 0 , 
and 
[M 2 - (m + l)(m + 2) + 3 + 5c]g + (-3 + 7c)zg' 
+ ( 1 - c)(l - z V + (-3 + 5c)ƒ' - (1 - c)zfH = 0 , 
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to ζ and 
First consider solutions which are transverse 
il· G*îw = 0 ; (4.47) 
then Eqs 4.44 and 4.45 reduce to 
[M2 - m(m + 3) + 2] ƒ + 2zg = 0 , (4.48) 
[M2 - m(m + 3) + 6}g + izg' + 2f' = 0 , (4.49) 
with two independent solutions for ζ2 ψ 1: 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
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Α-^{'(- m + 2 m + 3 1 »?-) 
„-.{„.„.„(.üli.üli,«,,) 
+ ( m + 2 ) f (^ ,^ ; | ; i . ) } , 
Γ/ . „ / m + 3 m + 4 3 ,N 
/ » - « { ( » - " » ^ ( - - j - . - ä - ' ä ' * ) 
-m(« + 2 ) F ( — — , - ^ - ; - ; ^ } , 
g2 = {(1 - m)F (-
+(ro + 2)F (-
2 ' 2 
m + 3 m + 4 1 
2 , — 2 
m + 1 m + 4 1 
'i'-)} · 
(4.50) 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
where F(a,b;c;x) is a hypergeometric function. For m = —1,-2, they 
reduce for λ φ 0 to 
and 
A = 1/(1 - г 2) 2 = 1/λ2 , 
дг = 4г/(1 - ζ2)3 = 4ν/Γ=~Λ/λ3 , 
ƒ,
 =
 # ^
 =
 / Г 3 л 2_ 1 
λ
2 +
 λ 
92 = 
( 1 -
Α
ψ 
3 + 6г - ζ4 8 - 4λ - λ2 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
(1 - ζ1)3 λ 3 
which correspond in the flat space limit a —• 0 to the pure gauge propagator 
.Î ntr/ Jfc к 
••-ΪΓ =
 ( Ϊ5,
μ Ι >
"
(
* ·
μ )
· * ^
0
' 
(4.56) 
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where 
D%(k,ß') = ί[(ημ. - *Α/μ2)/(Α:2 - μ2)] . (4.57) 
Now consider longitudinal solutions of the form 
GMNg = a" 1 dML· G(z) = ΡΜ·ΡΟΝ0,(ζ) + αξ·ΡοΝζο·ΡΜ0"(ζ) ; (4.58) 
then G(z) has to satisfy 
{M2 - [ (
m
 + i) (
m
 + 2)]/c}G(z) - 0 . (4.59) 
Taking appropriate linear combinations of the solutions Eqs 4.50 - 4.53, we 
can obtain solutions which converge to zero when λ —• — oo. Because m and 
— (m + 3) are interchangeable, we limit ourselves to m > — | and use the 
solutions Eqs 4.62 and 4.63 when we demand that the function approaches 
zero faster than (—λ)-3/4. The case m = —| will not be considered. For 
m < 0 we find, using the same notation (we limit ourselves to the first 
sheet), 
Λ = (-λ)-/» [Цт + 3)F ( - f , - ^ ; -m - Ì ; λ" 1) 
Нт
-1)Е(-^±*,-^-т-\^)} , (4.60) 
9ι = 'lM)*"*-1'/2 {((m + l)(m + 2) + 12) · 
*(-=±i.-=±W£;Л-) 
- ( т - 1 ) ( ш - 2 )
Г
( - П ± 1 , - ^ ; - т - | ; Л - ) } , (4.61) 
and, for m > —3, 
ƒ, =
 M)-<-3>/2 {3mF (p±lt !ψ.m + 5. λ-,) 
+ (m
 + 4)F(^1^;m + 5;A-»)}, (4.62) 
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92 = ^ ( - λ ) - ^ 4 ) / 2 {((m + l)(m + 2) + 12) · 
•
F{-^->J'm+ïX ) 
-(m + 4)(« + 5 ) F ( ^ , ^ ; « + 5;A-«)} . (4.63) 
The longitudinal solutions with the appropriate convergence properties are 
obtained from 
Ci = i-Xr'fF ( - ^ , ~ ; 'm' - І; A"1) , (4.64) 
and 
C ^ t - A r K ^ F ^ . ^ m ' + ^ A-») , (4.65) 
where m' is related to m and с through 
m'(m' + 3) = ( m + l ) ( m + 2)/c . (4.66) 
We show that the transverse solutions are not renormalizable in the sense of 
condition 4.80 because they contain A - 2 and A - 3 singularities. Expanding 
the solutions around A = 0 we find for both solutions, 
/ К А ) = А { ± - ( т + 1 )
л
( т + 2 )
+^т(т+1)(т + 2)(т + 3)· 
• J p(-y , ! ^;2 ;A) ln(-A)- T ^(m-l)m(m+l)(m + 2). 
•(m + 3)(m + 4 ) A F ( - ^ ) ^ ; 4 ; A ) l n ( - A ) + a(m,A)} , (4.67) 
g{m. A) = A {— + 2[(m + l)(m + 2) - 4]— + -m(m + 3) · 
•l(m + l)(m + 2) + 4]\ - ^-[[m + l)(m + 2) + 12]m(m + 1) • 
A 48 
•(m + 2)(m + 3 ) F ( - ^ ^ , ^ ^ ; 3 ; A ) l n ( - A ) + 6(m,A)} , (4.68) 
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where A is an arbitrary constant and o(m, λ) and ft(m, A) are regular func­
tions of Λ in the domain | A |< 1, which are different for the two solutions. 
But we see that the singularity structure is the same for both solutions. 
For the longitudinal solutions we find 
C,W = ^X±G-D{-±-*% + 3) 2A 
1
 _ . ,_ . +—m'(m' + l)(m' + 2)(m' + 3)Vl - A · 
16 
• F ( - ^ , ^ ; 3 ; A ) l n ( - A ) + d ( m ' , A ) } , (4.69) 
(m'- l )m'(m' + 3)(m' + 4) ι 
¿д + ^ ( m - 2 ) m ( m + l ) ( m + 2) · 
•(m' + 3)(m' +5)(1 - X)F { _ , _ _ ; 4 ; A J ln(-A) 
+ ^ m ' ( m ' + l)(m' + 2)(m' + 3) · 
16 
• F ( - ^ , ^ ; 3 ; A ) l n ( - A ) + e(m',A)} , (4.70) 
where d(m', A) and e(m', A) are regular functions of A in the domain | A |< 1, 
which are different for both solutions. 
In order to obtain normalizable solutions in the sense of Sec. 4.5 we take 
appropriate combinations of transverse and longitudinal solutions. With 
arbitrary gauge fixing parameter c, we obtain 
GMN(A) = F | p M · P0N [- ( l + i ) j + | m ( m + 3)· 
_ / m m + 3 » \ . / ,ч 
^(--,—ΛΧ^Η-Χ) 
-¿(m-l)m(m + 3)(m + 4 ) A p ( - ^ , ^ ; 4 ; A ) l n ( - A ) 
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+ 1 ( ^ + 1)(^ + а) ГГА^(-^,^;4;А) іп(-А) 
+/(m,c, λ)] + αξ • ΡοΝξο • PM [(l - ì ) ^ + ¿ 2 (l + ±) 
+ (m+l)(m + 2 ) ( l - i ) 
- l m ( m + 3)((m+l)(m + 2) + 1 2 ) F ( - ^ ± i , ì ^ i ; 3 ; A ) l n ( - A ) 
(m - 2)(m - l)m(m + 3)(m + 4)(m + 5)λ 
2304 
.^(-=±5,^^)4-4 
+ — ( m ' - 2)(m' + l)(m' + 2)(m' + 5)(l - λ) · 
48c 
F p n ^ 4 , ! ^ ± ! ; 4 ; λ ) Ιη(-λ) + ¿ ( m · + l)(m' +2) · 
F ( - ^ γ ^ , ! ^ ; 3; λ) 1η(-λ) + „(m,с, λ)] } , (4.71) 
where /(m, с, λ) and ff (m, с, λ) are regular functions of λ in the domain 
| A | < 1 . 
To obtain the Feynman propagator G ^ f f . i ; ίο,ίο) from Eq. 4.71 we 
make the following replacement (we restrict ourselves to the first sheet, i.e. 
n = 0; see Ref. [Dul85]): 
λ -> λ - te , (4.72) 
but leave ζΜ the same. In order to normalize this propagator, we want it to 
satisfy Eq. 4.43, where the right-hand side is replaced by the inhomogeneous 
term 
- R2POMN6\Ç- &)«(« - t0) . (4.73) 
For the normalization constant F we find by direct substitution of the 
solution in the inhomogeneous equation 
F = -l/87r2ti?2 , (4.74) 
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(cf. Eq. 4.6 ). Here we made use of representations for the 6*-function such 
as 
1 2e 
where λ = ΐμΧμ. 
4.5 Normalization of the solutions 
Consider the Lagrangian of Eq. 4.18 with a gauge fixing term 
CCF = -{c/2)y/=j(A%)* . (4.76) 
This total Lagrangian is equivalent to Eq. 4.35. Define the conjugate mo­
menta 
д 
This prescription is independent of the metric. The quantum conditions 
are (independent of the metric) 
(»"(«.«МЛ»,*)] = - t í V í * - У) , (4.78) 
from which we obtain 
(тм(2,«МЛЛ01 - -i9»vbZ{ï-y) • (4-79) 
We consider the case 0 = 1, the simplest case to obtain the normalization. 
Using Eq. 4.30 to express the Aß(x,t) fields in terms of BM(i,t) we find 
from Eq. 4.79 
[Built),Birfat)] = ¿(1 + atl)PoMN63{Í- ¿ ) . (4.80) 
Consider the solution Eq. 4.71 and perform the replacement 
«•-«•-^-«••"(îHM)-*®· 
e -. ,·£. ,1 ι Λ ( i ) + f c<lsh ( i ) » i£. ( Í ) + « . ( , + Ç \ , (4.β1) 
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which results in 
λ - λ_
€
 ~ λ - ішЬЬ - ^α(ζΙ - 3 ) e 2 . (4.82) 
4 
This corresponds to a complex time translation, analogous to the flat space 
definition of λ_
€
 in Eq. 4.14. Then the real and imaginary part of this solu-
tion correspond to the homogeneous propagators. Identifying the imaginary 
part with the commutator — і\Вм{£,і),Вн(Со,іо)], we find 
— I m GMN(Ç, t; &, to) = -4n2FR2{l +
 α
ξΙ)ΡοΜΝ63(ξ - fc) , (4.83) 
t=to 
and comparing with Eq. 4.80 we find for the normalization constant 
F = -l/4n2R2 . (4.84) 
Of course, one can do the same calculations for с ^ 1 with the same result, 
but they are more tedious. When we take the flat space limit of this solution 
(a —• 0) we obtain exactly Όμι,{χ — \)) (Eq. 4.15 ). The Feynman propagator 
С?ЛГ7 can also be obtained from the homogeneous propagators Re GMN and 
Im G'л/лг in the following way analogous to the scalar case [Dul85]: 
G M N = (l/2t){ReGMN + i'e(i - і^ЪаСмц} . (4.85) 
4.6 Anti-de Sitter QED 
Consider the solutions Eqs 4.60 - 4.63. Taking the appropriate combina­
tions of transverse and longitudinal solutions and taking the limit m —> — 1, 
we obtain with the proper normalization the following solutions: 
G
-<™=- 1 ) = г ^ { * · *- [ ( ' + 5) ! + ( ' -5) \b " H) 
/, 2\ ν Ί - λ , l i - V i - λ 111 . _ „ „ 
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1
 Λ ,
 8 \ , l i - V i - A l l ì 
Т - λ 
(4.86) 
4 νΤ^Γλ 
-(-s) т^л 
,8уТ^А, 
ι - ν Τ ^ λ 
ι + Vi - λ 
(4.87) 
Performing the transformation λ —* λ_£ and taking the imaginary part, we 
obtain the appropriate homogeneous propagators, which reduce in the flat 
space limit to Ο0μι/(χ - y) (Eq. 4.16 ). 
We see that the logarithmic contributions to the propagators vanish 
when с = | , which corresponds to с = | of Refs [Gaz85,Bin83]. Writing 
the solutions ets 
Рм • PoNd{X) + α " 1 дмдк 'Φ{λ) , 
in this case we obtain 
ι - ν Τ ^ λ dl =
 ^ihëï "^ * = -djp In 
ι + ν/ΓΓλ 
(4.88) 
(4.89) 
Adding a combination of pure gauge propagators, we obtain expressions 
without logarithms 
Furthermore, 
di = 
0,2 = 
1 1
 M -
Τ > Φι — -
у/Г^Х 
2π 2Α 2 λ 27Г 2Д 2 
Т^Т 
2π 2Α 2 
ф2 — 27г2Д2 λ ' 
(4.90) 
(4.91) 
which are the same solutions as the ones obtained by Gazeau [Gaz85] for 
«4· 
Chapter 5 
Coulomb and Yukawa 
potentials in anti-de Sitter 
space-time 
Expressions are found for the generalization of the Coulomb and Yukawa 
potential for scalar and vector particles in anti-de Sitter space. The con­
nection with the corresponding propagators is discussed. A description of 
the anti-de Sitter bag, obtained by a central projection of the anti-de Sitter 
hyperboloid, is given also. Moreover, the above mentioned potentials are 
discussed in this bag. 
5.1 Potentials in flat space 
We consider the massless scalar Feynman propagator (or the vector prop­
agator in the Feynman gauge) in flat Minkowski space (with x2 — ΧμΧμ) 
[Itz80] 
G
r
{x,0)= \ . , 1 . · (5.1) 
4π 2 ι і г - tí 
The Coulomb potential can be obtained by integrating over time 
1 /•« dt
 = 1 
4πΗ •'-oo t2 - χг - te _ 4π | χ \ ' ^ ' ' 
Now consider the massive scalar propagator [Dul84b,Dul85] 
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24 ™2 tfl(f) 
GF{X>m2) = - ^ i ς ' ( 5 · 3 ) 
where Κι is the modified Hankel function [Erd53] and ς is defined by 
ς = V-A + tí = ^ / т » ( і * - « 2 ) + * ' « . (5.4) 
Then we find for the Yukawa potential 
If" M 
г
і J-co ς 4n
2i •'-oo ς 4π I ί I 
dt = ¡-TTf . (5.5) 'M.
ς 
Another way to obtain a time-independent solution of the inhomoge­
neous field equations (i.e. with a 53-source) in flat space time, is by solving 
the time-independent inhomogeneous equations directly. In flat space these 
two approaches are equivalent because we want our solutions to go to zero 
at infinity, timelike as well as spacelike. 
5.2 Scalar potentials in anti-de Sitter space 
In anti-de Sitter space the two methods to obtain time-independent solu­
tions of the inhomogeneous field equations аз explained in the preceding 
section, are not equivalent. Now we also have to consider the bound­
ary conditions, so in general we get an extra surface term. The solu­
tions of the field equations are periodic in time, apart from a phase factor 
[Dul84b,Dul85], which depends on the mass. Now the integration over time 
is not well defined, because integration over arbitrary time intervals yields 
different results. As an example consider the scalar Feynman propagator 
for the massless, conformally invariant m = — 1 case, with reference point 
0 # = (0,0,0,0,Д) 
0
^
 =
 -
1 ) = 4^л-^е" ( 5 · 6 ) 
where 
A = 1 - f'/R* = 1 - (1 + αξ2)cos2(i/Ä) . (5.7) 
Integration over half a period of time from —KR/2 to πΗ/2 yields 
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гт^ ·
 ( 5
·
8 ) 
4 π Ι ξ I 
Here we can take the flat space limit and we obtain the standard 
Coulomb potential. However, when we integrate over the next quarter 
period the result is —1/2 times the previous result and every next quarter 
period the sign gets reversed, so there is no way we can sum the result in 
order to obtain a proper expression. The result for general m will also be 
dependent on the time interval taken. 
Now consider the inhomogeneous scalar field equation 
[M 2 - m(m + 3)]G = -Д 2 6 4 (^)Йы) · (5.9) 
We have a source term on the first sheet only. When we integrate this 
equation over a certain time interval we get a time independent equation 
with a surface term, which depends on the boundary conditions of our time 
interval, and a ¿'-source term. For the solution obtained above, this surface 
term vanishes because of the boundary conditions when we integrate over 
time from —nR/2 to πΗ/2. In order to get rid of the boundary conditions 
we look at time independent solutions of the field equations with a ¿'-source 
term, so no surface term is present. First we can look for solutions which 
have no angular dependence (i.e. 1 = 0), then the field equation reduces to 
a hypergeometric equation, with the following two independent solutions: 
F i = 1 Т(-т/2Г 
47гДГ(1/2)Г(-т-1/2) 
Í ?2\m /2 „ ( m m + 1 1 1 \ 
_ 1 Г ( ( т + 3)/2) 
1·2 — 47гДГ(1/2)Г(т + 5/2) 
/ Λ\-(™+3)/* „ {т + 2 т + 3 5 l \ 
•(«€·) ' Ή ^ - ' — ; т + 2 ; - ^ ) · ( 5 Л 0 ) 
In general, one can choose one solution which satisfies the inhomogeneous 
equation and one which satisfies the homogeneous equation. In fact, the 
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difference of the solutions in Eq. 5.10 satisfies the homogeneous equation. 
We require the solution to vanish at infinity, so the first solution can be 
taken for m < 0 and the second for m > — 3. In the interval — 3 < m < 0 
both solutions satisfy this condition, so in general we have two solutions 
in this interval. In order to discriminate between them and remove the 
ambiguity, we can take the solution which has the fastest convergence at 
infinity. Note that in flat space we also have two solutions, but we take 
the solution which goes to zero at infinity and that leaves us with only one 
solution for every mass. For m = — 1 we have the following two solutions: 
4 π |€Γ 
i f R\ 
Ft = — arctan —^г 
^\ζ\ v i e l/ 
Both satisfy the inhomogeneous equation and the difference satisfies the 
homogeneous equation. Contrary to flat space-time there exist solutions of 
the homogeneous equation which approach zero for | ζ |—• oo. We see that 
the first solution has the fastest convergence at infinity, whereas the solution 
obtained by integrating the fastest converging propagator is proportional to 
the second one. Integrating the least converging solution leads to problems 
due to the boundary conditions, so we cannot compare the two methods of 
obtaining time-independent solutions. Note, however, that both solutions 
have the same flat space limit. 
5.3 Vector potentials in anti-de Sitter space 
Consider a five-dimensional massive vector field BM in anti-de Sitter space, 
so it propagates on the hyperboloid. For arbitrary m / —1, —2 it satisfies 
the transversality condition 
дм BM = 0 , (5.12) 
о 
with дм as defined in chapter 4 (Eq. 4.28). For m = —1, —2 we can choose 
the same condition (Lorentz gauge). The field equation then reduces to the 
scalar equation 
(5.11) 
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[Af2 - m(m + 3)]BM = 0 . (5.13) 
Writing this equation in terms of four-dimensional fields and coordinates 
(£,<), adding a <53-source, and assuming a static vector potential with only 
one nonvanishing component 
Αμ(ζ) = (Α0{ξ),Α=0), (5.14) 
we obtain a hypergeometric equation for AQ with two independent solutions 
1 Г ( - ( т - 1 ) / 2 ) Г ( - ( т + 1)/2) 
0
 4*R Г(1/2)Г(-т - 1/2) 
. (ûn(m+1)/SFl(_!Ii±l,_^ ;_m_i ;__L), 
• 1 Г ( ( т + 4)/2)Г((т + 2)/2) 
0
 4nR Г(1/2)Г(т + 5/2) 
•^-^"^^ψ,ψ-.^Ι;-^). (S..S, 
The first solution vanishes at infinity for m < —1 and the second for 
m > —2, so for — 2 < m < — 1 we also have two solutions. However, for 
the massless, conformally invariant case m = — 1 one of the solutions is a 
constant and the other is given by 
A0(m=-1) = - 4 7 T . (5.16) 
Here we have only one solution with the right convergence properties, 
and we have no ambiguity as in the scalar case for m — —1 , so we have a 
well-defined Coulomb potential. 
5.4 Motivation for the anti-de Sitter bag 
When one looks at the vector mesons p,<f>,J/ip,T and their radial excita­
tions one finds that the average level spacings AE are practically the same 
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for all spectra. This phenomenon can be described by taking a mass de­
pendent harmonic oscillator potential in a nonrelativistic model [Bev83a]. 
There it was shown that an equidistant flavor mass independent bare spec­
trum can lead in a natural way to the physical spectra once the influence of 
hadronic decay has been taken into account [Bev83a,Bev80]. Apparently, 
quark pair creation deforms the physical spectra in a nontrivial way. 
Another observation is that quarks and gluons are confined inside had-
rons, a property believed to be connected to the theory of strong interac­
tions, QCD. However, since confinement is associated with the long distance 
regime of the theory, which makes it a nonperturbative phenomenon, it is 
extremely hard to prove theoretically. 
A Hamiltonian describing a relativistic classical point particle carrying 
out harmonic oscillations can be constructed [Dul83]. There is a finite 
region of space in which the particle can move. The invariance group of 
this system turns out to be SO(3,2). 
Based on these observations a geometrical model was constructed, which 
has the AdS group SO(3,2) as underlying symmetry group [Bev84a,Bev84b]. 
Quarks and gluons move inside a spherical and strongly curved anti-de 
Sitter bag. The radius of this bag is related to the frequency with which 
quarks carry out eigenmotions, i.e. harmonic oscillations, inside this bag. 
After quantization this frequency can be related to the apparent universal 
level spacings of the above mentioned meson spectra. It is obviously mass 
independent. 
The connection to QCD can be made by assuming that due to the 
non-abelian character of QCD the gluon field creates, as a nonperturba­
tive effect, a kind of dielectricum (gluon condensate) around the quarks, 
representing a hadron. The coupling of the condensate to the quarks and 
gluons is taken to be geometrical in the form of a vierbein field in the Dirac 
Lagrangian, and not of the Yukawa type. This vierbein can be associated 
with an SO (3,2) symmetric curved space after spontaneous breaking of the 
naive SO(4,2) symmetry of the gluon sector of QCD [Dul84a]. (See also 
Ref. [Nie82] for arguments for a vierbein type coupling based on gauge 
invariance.) 
By taking a special coordinate system we obtain a bag structure, which 
has in fact only residual SO(3)xSO(2) symmetry, where the SO(2) part is 
associated with the harmonic motions. The quarks and gluons are confined 
inside this bag because they only feel the metric <7μ„ associated with this 
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anti-de Sitter bag. Electrons and photons however feel the usual Minkowski 
metric ημν which is defined everywhere, also outside the bag, because they 
do not participate in strong interactions. As a consequence of this, electrons 
and photons can freely penetrate and escape the bag. 
This anti-de Sitter bag gives a static picture of hadrons. However a 
dynamical, Poincaré invariant field theoretical system can be constructed, 
which has as a soliton solution an AdS-like bag, with quarks and gluons 
moving inside [Dul87]. 
5.5 Description of the anti-de Sitter bag 
Consider the following cylinder in fM-space [Dul84a]: 
f + f = R* . (5.17) 
This manifold is non-simply connected and has zero intrinsic curvature. 
The signature is that of ordinary Minkowski space. The covering space 
of this cylinder is simply connected and can be identified with ordinary 
Minkowski space. By central projection every point on the hyperboloid 
£M£M — R2 can be represented by a point on the cylinder in such a way 
that the winding number is preserved. The time variable as introduced 
earlier now becomes a natural time variable in flat space. Infinity on the 
hyperboloid is represented by £* — R2 on the cylinder and any other point 
by ¿* < R2, so the original hyperboloid is projected onto a sphere of radius 
R. A timelike trajectory on the hyperboloid is represented by a time-
like trajectory on the cylinder, confined to the sphere. Any geodesic on 
the hyperboloid can be obtained by intersecting the hyperboloid with a 
2-dimensional flat plane through the origin. These planes are left invariant 
under central projection, so geodesies on the hyperboloid become inter-
sections of the flat, planes with the cylinder. Timelike geodesies on the 
hyperboloid are represented by timelike, confined oscillatory trajectories 
on the cylinder. They have a period 2πί2 and are confined to the sphere of 
radius R. 
Now let xM denote a point on the cylinder. When xM is obtained from 
£ M on the hyperboloid by central projection, we have 
Xм = l/y/l + α? ζΜ , a = 1/R2 , (5.18) 
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and we can define the natural coordinates ζ and t by 
χ = l/y/l + a? ξ, 
x0 = t = Rajctbn{?/£) + nirR (n = 0,±1,...) . (5.19) 
When the metric ηΜΝ is projected on the cylinder, we obtain an effective 
metric <7μ„ [μ, ι/ = 0,..., 3), which has the following form: 
g
u
 = ( l - a r 2 ) - 1 ^ , - ^ ^ (k,l= 1,2,3), 
9ko = 9ok = 0 , (5.20) 
goo = ( I - a r 2 ) " 1 , 
where r 2 = x2 < R2. For r 2 > Д2 this metric is not defined. 
The impossibility for a particle to escape the sphere is connected with 
the impossibility to exceed the speed of light, so no causality problems 
arise. We can see this as follows. Let ρμ denote the four-momentum of the 
particle. Then the restriction 
ΰ^ρΎ > 0 (5.21) 
leads to the causality condition 
η^ρ" > 0 . (5.22) 
The converse will in general not be true, so there can be particles that 
behave as tachyons with respect to gßl/. It is this fact that allows certain 
particles, e.g. photons and electrons to escape from the bag, whereas quarks 
and gluons are confined within the bag. There is, however, no problem with 
causality, because these particles are no tachyons with respect to ημι,. 
5.6 Potentials in the anti-de Sitter bag 
Writing the time independent field equation in the anti-de Sitter bag in 
terms of central projection coordinates, for the scalar case we find it to be 
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.&ζΗ3«
ί + 1 ) + 11^ϊΚ ). 
Ф(г) = -¿3(£) , (5.23) +- г-^гдг - ат{т + 3) 
where we have written the solution as 
ΥΓ{9,Φ)*{τ) . (5.24) 
Eq. 5.23 has the following independent solutions 
* , = C(l - ar2)-~/>(
ar
>)</> .Ft ( Ц і 2 , Ц Ш ; / + |;er») , 
•(a^)-^^2F1(-i±^±i,-i±^±l;-£ + i ; a r ^ . (5.25) 
The first solution satisfies the homogeneous equation for all values of 
I and the second satisfies the inhomogeneous equation for ¿ = 0. We 
will restrict ourselves to the m = — 1 case here. Then we find for the 
homogeneous solution with angular momentum £ 
Φ = C(l - arY/>(ar>)</2 Л ( ^ , ^ І ; « + §; «г 2) , (5, 26) 
and for the inhomogeneous solution with ί = 0 
Both solutions fall off at the boundary г = R of the bag. We want, 
however, a solution to the inhomogeneous equation, so we take a proper 
linear combination. We will only take the £ = 0 solution because all solu-
tions with higher £ value fall off less fast at the edge. Then we find as the 
fastest solution 
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у/Г= or* fRVl-агЛ . . 
For the vector case we find the following two solutions: 
4 ¡ = C ^ l - c ^ ^ V ^ - ^ - l ^ o r » ) . (5.29) 
Taking the proper linear combination for m > —2 in order to have a 
vanishing sohrtion at the boundary we find for the Yukawa potential 
A. = * Г ( ( т + 4)/2)Г((т + 2)/2) , , , . + „ / , 
^* 4irll Г(1/2)Г(т + 5/2) V ; 
„ fm + A m + 2 5 ,\ , 
-^(-^-.^-^+^ 1 "^) · ( 5 · 3 0 ) 
The solution f«· m = —1 is given by ¡Ве вбЬ] 
>Mm = - 1 ) = ^ ~ - · (5 31) 
When we take the ргорет flat space Emit by writing m as mR and taking 
Д —» oo we obtain the standard Yukawa potential 
•Yuk = 7 ¡ ^ · t5-32) 
As we have already noted brfore, for m = —1 there is no ambiguity in 
this case. There is only «me solution which satisfies the boundary condition. 
Fortunately, we five in a world where all fundamental interactions consist 
of gauge interactions, corresponding to massless vector particle exchange. 
Chapter 6 
Coulomb interaction in the 
SO (3,2) bag model 
Numerical sotntions for rdatnrâtk spinar fields in the SO(3^) bag with 
color Coulomb interaction, representing one gluon exchange, are studied. 
It is demonstrated that for reasonable vaines of the strong coupling con-
stant in first apprañmation the spectnnn shows the eqnal level spacing of 
the harmonic oscillator. However, the radial wave fonctions in the origin 
aie increased by introducing the color Cotdamb interaction. Sa&isfactary 
leptonic decay widths for сЬагпюшшп and bottomoniuin states can be ob­
tained nsing the Van Royen-Weisskopf fomnila. 
6.1 Introduction 
One of the main problems in high energy physics today is to prove con­
finement bom what we believe is the true theory of strong interactions, 
QCD. 
It is therefore very useful to consider models w h e e confinement has 
been built in a priori, in order to describe the physics of string intoac-
tkms. (For the MIT bag model see e.§. Ref. [Cho74¡, for geometrical models 
Ref. jIshTl], and for potential models Refe |App75jEïc78,Ric79|). in earlier 
articles a model has beai studied where the confinement mechanisin for 
quarks is based on a strongly curved SO(3,2) bag, in whkh quarks cany 
Nijmeg«* p R i n * THEF-MYlteZJ». Co-aathon: K. vaa Bncna aad K. Metalo-. 
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out harmonic oscillations with a universal frequency ω — c/R, where R is 
the radius of the bag and с is the speed of light [Bev83a,Bev83b,Bev86a]. 
After quantization the universal frequency can be related to the apparent 
universal (average) level spacings AE of quarkonia spectra AE = 2ω, in­
dependent of the quark mass. In a previous article the Dirac equation is 
solved for an anti-de Sitter SO (3,2) bag and the spectra and wave functions 
are obtained [Bev84a]. 
Let us first discuss the model. We assume that we have two metrics. 
One is the usual Minkowski metric ημν and the other, gßv, describes a 
closed curved micro-universe. We assume that the behavior of quarks is 
governed by the metric field <7μ„. This metric is space-time dependent 
and therefore breaks the Poincaré symmetry of our space-time. It can be 
shown that the breaking of this symmetry will cause no problems if we 
consider <7μ„ as being dynamically induced by e.g. a scalar field source, 
which can be the artifact of gluon condensation [Dul84a,Dul87]. In our 
case we consider a static and spherically symmetric source and we obtain a 
bag structure. Within the spherical bag of radius R there are two metrics 
associated with each worldpoint. Which metric is felt depends on the nature 
of the particles. Photons and electrons only feel the flat τ/μ,, metric since 
they do not participate in strong interactions, and, since ημί, is defined 
inside as well as outside the bag, they can freely penetrate and escape 
the bag. Next we consider quarks and assume that the electromagnetic 
interactions are weak compared to strong interactions and therefore can be 
neglected. The behavior of quarks is then determined by ¡7μ„. They move 
along timelike geodesies with respect to gßU. In Ref. [Dul84a] arguments are 
given why g^ is likely to be the metric belonging to the SO(3,2) invariant 
anti-de Sitter geometry. 
Propagators for scalar, spinor and vector fields are constructed in a 
series of articles, which can be used to take quantum effects into account 
[Dul85,chap3,chap4]. 
The resulting hadron model is an immobile spherical bag with internal 
structure, which can be described by means of a metric. (Note that in 
this case due to the choice of an explicit origin the SO(3,2) symmetry 
is broken down to SO(3)xSO(2) symmetry [Dul84a], which means that 
internal boosts do no longer belong to the symmetry group of the hadron 
model). 
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The explicit form of the metric gßl, is given by [Bev84a] 
gkt = ( l - a r 2 ) " 1 ι»*«- ( l - a r 2 ) " 1 ^ * ! ' {k,i= 1,2,3), 
9ko = So* = 0 , (6.1) 
ffoo = ( l - otr2) , 
where a = l/R2, and r 2 = —^іхкх1. Note that the metric (Eq. 6.1) is 
singular at the bag surface, r = R, and for r > R the metric is not defined. 
The metric of Eq. 6.1 describes the SO(3,2) invariant four-dimensional 
curved metric f Ça = R2 embedded in a flat five dimensional space with 
coordinates f and metric η^ = diag(—1, —1, —1,1,1) under a central pro­
jection given by 
{ίϊ,ϊ) - ( l - « r 2 ) " 1 / 2 (¿,Α-ΐιι ( | ) , Дсов ( 1 ) ) . (6.2) 
The Dirac equation for a 'free', though confined, quark is given by 
(-t ΥΌμ + m) Щх) = 0 , (6.3) 
where 
У = V.V . (6.4) 
(6.5) 
Here the tetrad (vierbein) V* is related to ρμ„ by 
9 μι/ — f/aft * μ 'ι/ s 
(Latin indices correspond to the flat metric and greek indices to the curved 
one), and ηα aie the usual Minkowski space Dirac matrices. Dß is the 
covariant derivative. For a certain choice of the tetrad (see [Bev84a]) we 
find 
YD, = (ΐ-ατ2)1,2
Ί
03ο+(ΐ-ατ2)η·ν + ^αη-χ 
- a ( l - a r 2 ) 1 / 2 í l + ( l - a r 2 ) 1 / 2 η·χ[ΐ + 23·£] ,(6.6) 
where S is the spin and L the angular momentum operator. 
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We consider one-particle sotatkms af Eq. 6.3 which satisfy 
йЬ*(х) = E*{x) (6.7) 
for positive E. One can show that this leads to the foUowing equation 
tfo* = {(і-<*г7у/гар+1а(і-€а*у1,га£ 
+іа i l + ( l - ar a ) 1 / 2 l аі[і + 28Ц 
+ ( і - а г , ) ~ 1 / * т 0 } Ф 
= Я*Ф = Eoi, (6Л) 
where a = τ"^, β — V and where the relation between •(x) and •(£) is 
giren by 
• « - ^ . ( « » 
Few the solutions of Eq. 6.8 the scalar prodnct is defined by 
(•.(г).*»«) = ƒ Λ *ί(ί)*»(ί) - (610) 
In order to take the Coulomb interaction into account we consider an 
electromagnetic vector fidd А
щ
 io the anti-de Sitter bag (Bev86b]. This field 
satisfies the generalised Maxwell's equations in curved space-time, given by 
У^¥~)^ = УПГ . (6.11) 
We will work in the generalôed Lormti-gauge, defined by 
g" A*, = 0 . (6.12) 
The static Coolomb potential A^ = [Α^,Α = 0) for an electric pmnt charge 
д in the coltre of the bag with 
Л = ( J o = j **(£),./) , (6.13) 
then satisfies the equation 
{ # - α ( χ * * ) 1 - 2αχ%}Αο = S δ'{τ) , (6.14) 
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which has the solution 
^ ( f ) = J L ^ l ^ . (6л5) 
411' Г 
The potential coi i «aponding to one-ghion exchange will be of the same form 
(Eq. 6.15), with д the QCD coupling constant. 
When we couple the gluon field to qnarks in a mmimal way, the Dirac 
equation (Eq. 6.3) will be modified to 
{-» У {D
m
 - ig A J + m } * = 0 , (6.16) 
whkh gires an extra term in addition to HQ (Eq. 6.8) of the form 
^-ίΙνίΞ^-.,.νϊΞ»!,
 (6J7) 4» r 
where β, is the соки- finestrncture constant. 
6.2 One quark in the SO(3,2) bag with color 
Coulomb attraction 
In the following we will study the field equation (Eq. 6.8) with the additional 
term (Eq. 6.17) which describes the spectrum and wave fonctions of a quark 
in the anti-de Sitter bag with а соки- Coulomb potential in the centre of the 
bag. In this and the next section we will give a mathematical treatment. 
The physical consequences will be discussed in Sections 6.4 and 6.5. 
Fran the considerations of the previous section it might be clear that 
we are intmsted in solving the following equation: 
ЯФ = (Я 0 + Я е ) Φ = ЯФ , (6.18) 
where Η includes the Coulomb term (Eq. 6.1T). The reduction of this equa­
tion to the radial equation is standard [Ве 84аДШІ0(, but will be briefly 
outlined here for completeness. First we define the two-component spin-
angular functions [ *,μ), whkh are ejgpnfhnctions of J*, JM and ( 1 + 2 S - L ) 
with eigenvalues j{j + 1), μ = —J,-.,J, and κ = ± ( j + 1/2) respectively 
fRos57). Next we define the unitary transformation matrix 
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U=(l
n
 .° A - (6.19) 
Under the transformations 
Я ' = UHU* , Φ' = Ф , (6.20) 
Eq. 6.18 reduces to 
Я'Ф' = ΕΦ' . (6.21) 
For convenience we introduce the hyperbolic coordinate χ, given by 
x = r/R = tanh(x) . (6.22) 
Next we define, for к > 0, the radial wavefunction Ф, given by 
Ф' = - АФ |ic,μ) , (6.23) 
where A is most conveniently written in terms of χ (Eq. 6.22): 
A=( C O s h № \ ^ W ) - (6.24) 
V - s m h ( î X ) cosh(ix) J 
Using Eqs 6.8, 6.17, 6.18 and 6.21 we finally obtain, for к > 0, the 
following equation for Φ in terms of x (the case к < 0 is analogous) 
/ ER-mR-K-i + a . ^ ,/!=?£-jg, + КЯ=2 \ 
(6.25) 
Eq. 6.25 is the two-component radial equation of our interest. In order 
to study the properties of the solutions of Eq. 6.25, we define the two 
components of Φ by F and G, i.e. 
-(Ό) • = η · (626) 
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Selecting the variable y = sinh(x) = x/y/l — i 2 , we obtain the following 
second order differential equation for F (for G we just have to replace mR 
by -mR and к by -к in Eq. 6.27): 
[Ax + a,)x2(l + x2)2d2F/dx2 + [{Ax + a,)2x2 + a
s
( l + x2)] • 
•i(l + x2)dF/dx + [{Ax + a,){(l + 1 2 ) ( т Д ( 1 - mR)x2 - к{к - l ) ) 
+ {{ER - 1/2)1 + a,) 2} + a,( l + x2){mRx2 - к)] F = 0 . 
(6.27) 
where 
A = ER + mR + к - 1/2 , and В = ER- mR - к - 1/2 . (6.28) 
This equation is of the Fuchsian type with five regular singular points. 
The general structure can be expressed in terms of a generalized Riemann-
Papperitz symbol [Inc26] 
1 —a,/A 0 t —i oo 
0 η í{ER-\-ia.) ^(ER-l+ia,) mR у 
2 -η -i(ER-i-ia.) -¿(ЯД - \ + ia.) 1 - mR 
(6.29) 
which indicates the location of the singular points and their exponents. 
Here 
η = J к* - α*. (6.30) 
When we extract the regular behavior near у = 0, i, and —ι we might 
transform Eq. 6.29 into 
УЧІ + У2) <~ ' Е Я exp {-a, arctan(y)) · 
—a,¡A 0 i —i oo 
•Р^ 0 0 0 0 α у 
2 1 - е \{с-а-Ь)-га, | ( с - о - Ь) + іа, Ь 
(6.31) 
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where 
α 
6 
e 
= 
= 
= 
-ER-
ІИА + Ч 
-ER + таЯ + 7 
1 + 2 T . 
+ 3 / 2 , 
+ 1/2, (6.32) 
The Riemann P-symboI of Eq. 6.31 closely resembles the P-symbol for the 
ordinary hypergeometric equation. In this case however, the corresponding 
differentia] equation leads to an expansion 
/ = E / - y " ( 6 33) 
Ш 
of the regolar solution around у = 0, of which the coefficients ƒ„ satisfy the 
folknring relation: 
(n + l)(n + 2ι + l)(n + <c + т)/»t, 
- a , [(2n + α + Ь)(я + к + т() - A\ ƒ . + 
+ ( n + a - l ) ( n + 6 - l ) ( n + ic + T + l)/»-i = 0 . (6.34) 
So we obtain a three terms recurrence relation whkh we do not know hew to 
handle analytically. The spectrum cannot be obtained analytically either. 
We will come back to this problem lata· when we obtain the spectrum and 
corresponding wave functions numerically. 
When there is no Coulomb attraction (a, = 0) we can obtain analytical 
solutions from Eq. 6.31 [BetfMaj 
-Ρ ( 0 1 oo ì 
0 0 fa - э * [ , (6.35) 
1-1' Цс-а-Ь) |b J whkh is of the hypergeometric type. The solution which is regular in the 
origin and written in terms of r is (к > 0), using Eq. 6.28, 
r * ( l - a r , ) * - J r , F 1 ( y l / 2 , - B / 2 ; ! C + l / 2 ; a r i ) . (6.36) 
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The spectmm can be obtained by reqnirmg that the solntkm most be 
regolar at r — R. In this way we obtain the wave fonctions for к, > О (к < О 
respectively) 
/ co^dx) ± i a . x » n h ( I x ) \ 
\ ±Mr-xsmh(!x) cash(¿x) ) " ^ · ν " ' 
where for ie > 0 
/ (1 - ar1)1/» ,^(піН + ic + іц - η ; к + 1/2; ar1) μ,μ) \ 
\Ги7і(я) 2Ρι{ηιΚ + κ + η + 1,1-η;
Κ
 + 3/2;ατ7)\-κ,μ)) ' 
(6.38) 
and for ic < О 
f " ^ Й У 1 (^) Л ( " ^ - *с + η + 2, -п; -іс + 3/2; ar») f κ,μ) \ 
V ί(1 - ar 2 ) 1 '* iFi(mÄ - к + η + 1, - π - 1; -к + 1/2; от7) \ -к, μ) ) 
(6.39) 
Ν± сап be obtained by requiring the wave fonctions to be normalized with 
respect to Eq. 6.10. We obtain 
2(±ic +i) Í 1 ic> 0 
{N±)7 =
 R*»nlB(±K + ¿ñ+ mR +1) { £ g i к<0 - i6"4 0) 
The energy eigoivahies are given by 
Í т Я + іс + 2п + 1/2 ic> 0 
M
- \ m H - * + at + 3/2 i c < 0 (»-0,1,2,-.-), (6.41) 
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which is a harmonic oscillator spectrum. 
In Eq. 6.25 we can also take the flat space limit (R —» oo). We then 
obtain analytical solutions of the confluent hypergeometric type, which are 
just the relativistic spinor wave functions for the hydrogen atom and the 
corresponding hydrogen spectrum [Bet57,Itz80]. 
6.3 Numerical procedure 
We return to Eq. 6.25 and determine the eigensolutions and the energy 
spectrum numerically. An inspection of the exponents of the solutions near 
i = 0 and 1, and the requirement that the solutions are regular at these 
points, reveals the behavior of the solutions near these points. By matching 
the solutions at an interior point, after numerical integration using Eq. 6.26, 
we can find the energy spectrum. The resulting energy spectrum is checked 
by a calculation based on ordinary time-independent perturbation theory, 
which will be published in a forthcoming paper [chap7]. 
In Figure 6.1 the energy spectrum for the ground state and three radial 
excitations for mR = 1,4,12 is given as a function of the strong charge 
a,. We have taken к — 1, the ground state for angular excitations. We 
will also take this value in the subsequent sections. For а, = 0 we see the 
harmonic oscillator spectrum (Eq. 6.41). For large values of mR and a
a 
we see a typical Coulomb-like spectrum. When a, = 1 the Dirac equation 
exhibits a singularity because it can no longer be seen as a one-particle 
equation, similar to the Z=137 limit in hydrogen-like atoms in flat space 
[Bet57,Itz80]. 
6.4 qq-systems 
When we want to describe mesons by means of a qq-system inside the 
SO(3,2) bag we have to take the centre-of-mass motion into account. As 
long as the quarks are non-interacting (no gluon exchange) the wave func­
tion of the qq-system can be written as a sum of products of the quark 
wave functions and the total energy is the sum of the separate one-quark 
energies. When the quarks are interacting, which we can describe by a 
Coulomb-like force generated by one-gluon exchange, we have to modify 
this. We will describe the system by considering a single quark Dirac 
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equation with a reduced mass. This approximation в certainty good if 
we consider quarks with a large mass and will therefore become better for 
heavier qq-systems [Dul84b]. Furthermore, we assume that the interaction 
is given by a Coulomb potential generated by a point charge in the centre 
of the bag, so that we can use the formulas of Section 6.2. The results we 
obtain in this way are only to indicate qualitatively the effects of Coulomb 
interaction on the spectra of qq-systems. 
In a series of articles a phenomenological, nonrelativistic model was con­
sidered based on the SO(3,2) bag (Dul83,Bev83a^ev83b], where the valence 
quarks are bound by harmonic oscillator forces with a universal frequency. 
The equidistant flavor mass independent bare spectrum leads to a reason­
able physical spectrum once the influence of hadronk decay has been taken 
into account [Bev84b,Bev86af. The wave functions for bare mesons are 
then harmonic oscillator wave functions, which have the property that the 
radial wave functions at the origin increase with increasing radial quantum 
number. According to the Van Royen-Weâsskopf formula (Roy67j, which 
reads 
the wave function at the origin is related to the leptonic decay widths. In 
this case we consider 
|
 Л(о) ,'= pT+LÇUj (r = o ) . (6.43) 
Experimentally it ю observed that the leptonic decay widths decrease 
with increasing radial quantum number for charmonium and bottomo-
nmm states, which would therefore exclude harmonic oscillator wave func­
tions. However, if we take hadronk: decay into account, the radial wave 
function at the origin decreases with increasing radial quantum number 
[Bev80,Bev84b,Bev86aJ. Nevertheless, when we compare the predictions 
for leptonk decay widths of charmonium and bottomonium states of the 
model with the experimental values, we are still a factor 2-4 off [Rup82j. 
One of the aims of this artick is to show that by introducing a Coulomb 
interaction the wave functions at the origin increase and it is easy to obtain 
a factor 2—4 in this way. Also the absolute values are of the right order. 
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6.5 Radial -wave function at the origin 
As we can see from Eq. 6.29 the regular solution • behaves like x1 in 
the origin, so the wave function Φ behaves like x 1 - 1 , which is singular. 
In Figure 6.2 the radial wave functions for different values of mJZ and a, 
are plotted. The singularity is a consequence of the pointlike description 
of the particles under consideration in Eq. 6.18, similar to the relativistic 
treatment of the hydrogen atom. A full discussion of this issue can be 
found in the work of Bethe and Salpeter |Bet57]. In the nonrelalivtstk 
limit {η/ —» 1) the solution will become regular again. 
The remedy to cure the singularity in the full relativistic treatment, is to 
take the nonrelathnstk limit of the wave f unctions for distances small»' than 
the classical color radius of the particles under consideration. Practically 
this is done by dividing out a factor i*1 in the numerically calculated wave 
function for small distances. The results are depicted in Figure 6.3. 
We see that the wave functions at the origin increase by a fair amount 
for realistic values of a,. When we look at the spectrum itself (Fig. 6.1), 
we see that it shifts as well, keeping the average level splitting approxi­
mately the same betwuen different radial quantum numbers. So in first 
appraûiiiation we still have a harmonic oscillator spectrum. Consequently, 
the introduction of the Coulomb interaction increases the radial wave func-
tions at the origin, but leaves the structure of the spectrum unaltered. Note 
at this point that the energy shift due to the spin-spin interactions for the 
vector mesons is of the orda of 25 MeV and thus negligible compared to 
the effect of the Coulomb interaction. In Table 6.1 we have tabulated the 
leptonk decay widths for some charmoniuin ( т Д = 4) and bottomonhun 
states ( т Л = 12). 
In the first line of Table 6.1 the erperimmtal values are shown {PDG86]. 
In the second line we show the predictions of the anti-de Sitter bag model 
without Coulomb intaactim. Here we note the typical harmonic oscilla­
tor behavior. In the third line we give the predictions of the unitarixed 
nonrelativistk mescm model |Rup82|. Note that the leptonk widths of the 
ground states are larger than those of the radial excitations. In the fourth 
line we show the results of the present model with a, = 0.24. These results 
are of course still not in agreement with experiment, because the influence 
of Virtual' hadronk decay has not beai taken into account. If we combine 
the results of the present model with the unitarized nonrelativistk mescm 
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1.experiment 
2.AdS model,a ( = 0 
S.nonrel. model 
4.this model,α, = 0.24 
5.this modera, = 0.24 
+ nonrel. model 
J/Φ 
4.7±.3 
1.84 
1.83 
4.67 
4.64 
Φ' 
2.1І.2 
2.59 
0.88 
5.83 
1.98 
Τ 
1.22І.05 
0.22 
0.28 
0.94 
1.21 
Τ' 
0.54І.03 
0.33 
0.16 
1.00 
0.49 
Τ" 
0.40І.03 
0.42 
0.22 
1.16 
0.60 
Table 6.1: Leptonic decay widths T
e
+
e
- in keV. 
model in the sense that we enhance the wave functions at the origin of 
the latter model with the same factor as appears in the present model, we 
obtain the results shown in the fifth line of Table 6.1. 
The results are in reasonable agreement with experiment. It is interest­
ing to calculate the leptonic decay width of the ¿>(760) resonance (mR « 1) 
in the present model, for which we obtain 6.9 keV (exp. 7.1 keV). 
6.6 Conclusions 
For a reasonable value of a, (0.24) we find that the spectra of the anti-de 
Sitter bag are still equidistant. So at the level of bare hadron spectra the 
Coulomb interaction has no influence but an overall energy shift. Ignoring 
the Coulomb interaction in the unitarized meson model [Bev83a,Bev84b] 
has no consequences as far as the spectra are concerned. At the level of the 
wave functions we notice that introducing a color Coulomb interaction can 
provide for the correct wave functions at the origin. 
The results of Table 6.1 indicate that a full coupled channels calculation 
in order to take hadronic decay into account in the unitarized meson model 
extended with color Coulomb interaction is justified. An article addressing 
this subject is in preparation. 
Chapter 7 
Perturbation theory in models 
with geometrical confinement 
Perturbation theory for relativistic spinor fields in the SO(3,2) bag with 
color Coulomb interaction, representing one-gluon exchange, is studied. 
Explicit calculations up to second order in the strong coupling constant 
are given. A comparison is made with the 'exact' numerical solutions of 
Ref. [chap6]. 
7.1 Introduction 
The idea of geometrical confinement of quarks [DulSS^evSSa] offers a nat­
ural explanation for the similarity in structure of the charmonium and 
bottomonium spectra [Bev84b,Bev86a], which otherwise would require the 
existence of logarithmic or quasi-logarithmic potentials [Rie79], for which 
a justification from first principles is lacking. Very popular also are the 
Coulomb plus linear potentials [Eic78], but in these models the similarity 
in structure is purely accidental. To our view, this is not the right attitude 
to approach this phenomenon and it is certainly worthwile to try to find a 
mechanism which explains this similarity from 'first principles', which are 
not at variance with proven theories but which require a slight rethinking 
of some cherished ideas, like flavor independence. 
A model based on an 'induced metric' whose singularities provide for a 
Nijmegen preprint THEF-NYM-87.10. Co-authors: F. Bormans and С Dullemond. 
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bag wall which is inpenetrable for quarks and gluons but transparant for 
e.g. electrons and photons is simple of concept and esthetically appealing 
[Dul87]. It can be formulated as a Poincaré invariant field theory and as 
long as it is treated classically (with 'classical' spinor fields) it is internally 
consistent. The only serious question is that of stability, which probably 
must be dealt with ad hoc. Such a model allows for static, spherically sym-
metric solutions which have a high degree of symmetry, namely the SO(3,2) 
or anti-de Sitter symmetry. The situation is somewhat comparable to the 
hydrogen atom where a dynamical group 0(4) describes the 'accidental' 
degeneration of levels and is responsible for the closed orbits characteristic 
of a 1/r potential. For the same reason that the energy eigenfunctions of 
the hydrogen atom can be simply derived one can derive the energy eigen-
functions of the anti-de Sitter bag. These are solutions of a free Dirac 
equation formulated in a maximally symmetric space and can be written 
down in closed form [Bev84a]. The spectrum consists of a discrete positive 
energy part and a discrete negative energy part. Each state with energy 
E stands in one-to-one correspondence with a state with energy — E. The 
positive energy spectrum is that of the ordinary harmonic oscillator, with 
degeneracies due to the spherical symmetry and the spin 1/2 character of 
the fermions. 
Since the spectrum is discrete throughout and a complete orthonormal 
set of solutions can be written down in closed form, one has an ideal starting 
position for the application of ordinary perturbation theory. Suppose that 
a quasi free quark is subjected to a simple time independent but space 
dependent perturbation, then ordinary perturbation theory allows one to 
compute its influence on the energy levels and the wave functions to all 
orders. Such a situation arises e.g. when one considers a heavy quark bound 
to a light quark, as is the case with the D, D, B, and В mesons. The heavy 
quark is the approximately static source of a gluon field which influences 
the motion and the energy of the light quark. The method can also give 
insight in problems where the quark and antiquark have comparable but 
large masses, provided the reduced mass is used [Dul84b]. 
It is the purpose of this article to formulate perturbation theory [Got66] 
for the kind of problems at hand, and to apply this to a few practical cases 
which might give insight into the structure of quarkonia spectra in general. 
By comparing this with the 'exact' numerical solutions one obtains an idea 
how good the several orders of perturbation approximate reality [chapo]. 
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A remarkable feature is that when the particle mass is small, repulsive 
forces seem to push the lowest energy levels up. This can be traced to 
the second order perturbation contribution. As is well known, the second 
order perturbation correction to the ground state energy is always negative 
due to the negative energy denominators. This is the case when there is no 
negative energy sea, as in the Schrödinger equation. In our case the negative 
energy states do give a contribution to the second order corrections, but 
now with a positive sign. This could amount to 25% of the contribution 
due to the positive levels. Note that in order to decide which states are 
occupied and which not, one must first solve a mathematical problem in 
which the question of occupation is unimportant and then afterwards fill 
the negative energy sea. Thus the physical positive energy states get a 
contribution from the unperturbed negative energy states. Another point 
of interest is that where perturbation theory succeeds, variation calculus 
fails, since its succes depends on the existence of a true ground state within 
the mathematical framework, which is not so in our case. 
We begin by formulating the unperturbed situation, writing down the 
induced background metric ςμν, the unperturbed Hamiltonian, and the 
complete orthonormal set of energy eigenfunctions. This is the subject of 
Section 7.2. In Section 7.3 the principles of time independent perturbation 
theory are reviewed and in Section 7.4 these are applied to perturbations 
of the form 
Hp = a . ( l - a r 2 ) ' V ' , (7.1) 
which gives for ει = 0, ej = —1, and for e\ = 1/2, €2 = —1, 
Я р = ^ , (7-2) 
and 
Hp - α /
1
' ^ , α = 1/Д2 > 0 (7.3) 
resp., where R is the radius of the bag, related to the universal frequency 
ω by 
R = c/u. (7.4) 
The first perturbation, Eq. 7.1 is reminiscent of an ordinary Coulomb 
field due to an electric point charge centered in the origin. It reaches beyond 
the bag. The second perturbation is due to a color charge (assumed to be 
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associated with one-gluon exchange), producing a field which becomes zero 
on the boundary of the bag and stays zero for r > R, i.e. it is confined 
to the bag [Bev86b]. In Section 7.5 a comparison is made with the 'exact' 
numerical solutions [chap6]. Finally a discussion is given in Section 7.6. 
7.2 The free Dirac equation in the SO(3,2) 
bag 
The explicit form of the metric gßV is [Bev84a] 
gu = {l-ar^inu-il-ar2)-1*!"!1} (*,/= 1,2,3), 
¡7*o = 9ok = 0 , (7.5) 
ffoo = (1 - « r 2 ) - 1 , 
where α = 1/R1, and r 2 = —rjt/x*i'. For r > R the metric is not defined. 
The metric of Eq. 7.5 describes the SO(3,2) invariant four dimensional 
curved metric £"£, = R2 embedded in a flat five dimensional space with 
coordinates Ç* and metric η
α
β = d iag(- l , —1, —1,1,1) under a central pro­
jection given by 
( C , ^ í 5 ) = ( l - a r í ) - 1 / 2 ^ , i í s m ( : Í ) , i í c o s ( - | ) ) . (7.6) 
The Dirac equation for a 'free' quark is given by 
( - Π μ £ ) μ + m) Φ(ι) = 0 , (7.7) 
where 
Ί
μ
 = V . V - (7.8) 
The tetrad (vierbein) ν
β
μ
 is related to gßV by 
9r = аь Х , (7.9) 
(Latin indices correspond to the flat metric and greek indices to the curved 
one), and ηα are the usual Minkowski space Dirac matrices. Ομ is the 
covariant derivative. For a certain choice of the tetrad we find [Bev84a] 
YDß = ( І-аг ^ т Ч + и - а О ^ + 3/2er7-f 
-а{1-агУг[1 + {1-аг*)1"]~11-г[1 + 25-ь\ , (7.10) 
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where 5 is the spin and L the angular momentum operator. We consider 
one-particle solutions of Eq. 7.7 which satisfy 
гооФ(х) = EV{x) . (7.11) 
One can show that this leads to the following equation 
ЯФ = i ( l - a r , ) l / ï a - p + - a ( l - a r 1 ) - 1 / 1 5 - Î + » a · 
• [l + (1 - or 2 ) 1 / 2 ]" 1 а · x(l + 2S • L) + (1 - ar 2)- 1/ 2m/j] Φ 
= Я 'Ф = ΕΦ , (7.12) 
where a = η0^, β = η0 and 
φ(χ) = ϊ ^ ϊ e , E o t · ( 7 · 1 3 ) 
The scalar product is defined by 
(Φ,ίχ), · , («)) = ƒ <13χΦ\(χ)Φ2{£) . (7.14) 
Define the two-component spin-angular functions | κ,μ), which are 
eigenfunctions of J2,JZ and (1 + 2S · L) with eigenvalues j[j + 1), μ — 
-j, ...,j, and к = ±(j +1/2) respectively [Ros57]. Then the wave functions 
can be written in terms of hypergeometric functions for к > 0 (к < 0), with 
χ = x/r, 
Φ*,μ,η(ί) - N^r^-^l - а г 2 ) ( т Л + 1 ) / 2 · 
/ cosh(¿x) ±ІЗ-І8ІвЬ[\х)\
 (g. , . 
\±id-xsinh(ìx) cosh(iX) ) * w W ' V·15) 
where for к > 0 
FwW = 
( (І-аг2)-1^
 2 ^ 1 ( т д + Л; + П ) _ п ; л + і/2;аг 2 ) Ι Λ,μ) \ 
V Г и т П д ) 2^1(тД + /с + п + 1,1-п;/с + 3/2;аг 2 ) | -/с,м) J ' 
(7.16) 
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and for к < 0 
FwW = 
( mR-7+ïj2+1 (R) 2F1(mR -
К
 +
 П
 + 2,-п;-к + 3/2;ar 2) | κ,μ) \ 
V - t ( l - a r 2 ) - 1 ' 2
 2Fi(mÄ - к + η + 1, - η - 1; -к + 1/2; ar 2 ) | -κ, μ) / 
(7.17) 
N± сап be obtained by requiring the wave functions to be normalized with 
respect to Eq. 7.14. We obtain 
(
Ν
(κ)γ 2(±/c + l/2)
n
 Í 1 к > 0 
Г * J R±Mn\B(±K + 1/2, η + mR + 1/2) \ , ; ~ ^ ί ' ι Λ < 0 ' 
(7.18) 
The energy eigenvalues are given by 
| т Л
 + № + 2 п + 1 / 2 к>0 („ = 0,1,2,...) , (7.19) | mR - к + 2n + 3/2 к < 0 v . . . ν > ν ; 
which is a harmonic oscillator spectrum. 
Negative energy solutions can be obtained by applying the following 
antilinear operator 
Γ = ñ2K , (7.20) 
where К is the complex conjugation operator. We obtain 
Ч«
І Л
»(А) = N^T^-'il -
 a r
2 ) ( ^ + l ) / 2 . 
/ cosh(|x) ±ia-ísinh(¿x) \ . . , . 
^ ±iff.xaÌDh{\x) cosh(ìx) J 1 ' - * » ^ . i 7 · ^ 
where for к > 0 
С.
Л
„(А) = 
/ »'(1 - a r 2 ) ' 1 / 2 2F1(mR + K + n+l,-n- 1;/с + 1/2; ar 2) | /с, μ) \ 
V тЛ
к
++і+/г+1 ( l ) 2^1(тА + /с + п + 2,-п;/с + 3/2;аг 2 ) | -к,
м
) J ' 
(7.22) 
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and for к, < 0 
( ^ + і Д (л) 2 ^ 1 ( т Д - / с + п + 1 , 1 - п ; - / с + 3/2;аг2) | κ,μ) \ 
\ (1 - а г 2 ) " 1 / 2
 г
Е1(тН-к + п,-п;-к+ 1/2; a r 2 ) | - κ , μ ) / 
(7.23) 
The energy eigenvalues are given by 
FR_¡ -(mR + K + 2n + 3/2) K>0 _ 
ER
~\-(mR-K + 2n + l/2) κ<0 (» - O . M · - ) . (7-24) 
which are the exact negatives of the positive energy eigenvalues. 
7.3 Time independent perturbation theory 
Consider Eq. 7.12 where we add a perturbation Hamiltonian XV, where 
λ <C 1 . The new eigenvalue equation then reads 
Я'Ф' = Ε'Φ' , (7.25) 
where 
Η' = Η + XV . (7.26) 
We require that if λ —* 0 the wave functions Φ'
η
 and energies E'
n
, where 
η now labels all quantum numbers, reduce to the unperturbed wave func­
tions and energies of Section 7.2. These wave functions form a complete, 
orthonormal set with respect to the scalar product (Eq. 7.14). When we 
make an expansion in Λ we obtain 
Κ =
 Φ
"
 + Α
Σ
( Φ
^
Ι
Ε
* "
)
 Φ, + 0(λ 2 ), (7.27) 
Ε·
η
 = E
n
 + Α(«. | V | ».) + Α2 Σ ( Φ " ' V ' ^ И Ф ; ' Vì Фп) + 0(Х3) , 
(7.28) 
Е
п
-Е3 
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for the perturbed wave functions and energy eigenvalues. This is the case 
when there is no degeneracy. However we must realize that in our case the 
energy levels are degenerate. Apart from accidental degeneracy in η and 
/c, there is also a (2j + l)-fold degeneracy in μ due to the rotational sym­
metry. In fact we have to use degenerate perturbation theory. However, it 
can be shown that in the case of potentials V which are also rotationally 
symmetric, this reduces to the nondegenerate case. The (2j-|-l)-fold degen­
eracy will stay intact. The accidental degeneracy will cause no problems 
in the above expansion because matrix elements with different к do not 
contribute. The accidentally degenerate energy levels will split up. 
7.4 Perturbation theory applied to the AdS 
bag 
Consider the perturbation Hamiltonian (Eq. 7.1) 
Hp = a,V = at(l - a r 2 ) l l r " . (7.29) 
This gives for the first order correction to the positive energy levels Е
ПіК 
¿EM = α.(Φ
κ
, μ , η | V | Φβιμ,„) 
= α. ƒ *х*^№{1 - а г Т Ф ^ Л х ) . (7.30) 
This integral can be done for ει > — т Д — 1/2, Cj > — 2 | к \ — 1 . The 
results are: 
• к> 0 
Δ ί # > = α, (ЛГ|К))2 Ід»«+«»+і { Б (
Л
 + (ε, + 1 )/2,тД + ει + 1/2) · 
ρΐ·2;2 к + (Е2 + l )/2 : TTiR + к + η,-η ; 
1 : 1 1 1
 [ к + ε2/2 + ε! + т Д + 1 : к+ 1/2 ; 
mR + к + п, — η 
к+ 1/2 ' ' 
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+ («+l/2) i 
B(K + (ε2 + 3)/2,mR + ει + 3/2) 
ρ1·2;2 
•^11;1 
к + (ЕІ + 3)/2 : mR + к + п+1,1-п 
к Η- ег/г + ει + mR + 3 : к+ 3/2 
mR + VA* 1 · 1 - " · · 1 · 1 ]} · "·31» 
• к < О 
Д£;і!і = α. ( ^ * ' ) 2 \R-2K+,Î+Ï {B(-K + {ε2 + l)/2,mJZ + ^ + 1/2) 
· * 1 2,1 
-к + (e-2 + l)/2 : mR -κ + η + 1,-η-1 ; 
-к + е2/2 + Сі + т Л + 1 : - к + 1/2 ; 
mR -κ + η+Ι,-η-Ι 
-к+1/2 •,ι,ι 
+ { -κ+1/2 ) Β[~Κ + ( e 2 + 3 ) / 2 · m R + £l + 3/2) 
F 1 2 , 2 
• •T l - l î l 
-/c + (e2 + 3)/2 : mR - κ + η + 2, - η 
-κ + ег/г + eri + mR + 3 : - к + 3/2 
mR — ι (7.32) -/c + n + 2, - η l ì 
-* + 3/2 ;1'1J} ' 
where F is the Kampé de Fériet function [Ext78] 
Fi2*(a • c,d ; f,g \ _ ^ (a),+ ,(c),(¿),(/),(g), . ,- ,_ , 
F
^ [ b : e ; k ^ У ) - ^ ( Ь ) . + і ( е ) , ( ^ ! У ! ' У ' ^ 
which in this case can be written as a linear combination of 3F2 hyperge-
ometric functions. For the first order corrections to the negative energy 
levels we obtain the same results, provided к is replaced by —к. 
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The second order corrections to the energy levels E
niK can be written as 
ι 2 y^ (^ ".MiJ I ^  Ι Φ/»,/ι,η)(Φ ,^μ,π I ^  I ^ it,^,;) /γ 2^ л 
The first part is the summation over all positive energy states, the second 
part is the summation over all negative energy states. The latter part is not 
present when one does second order perturbation calculations based on the 
nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation. One can do the integrals in Eq. 7.34 
explicitly. We find e.g. for «a,«2 > 0 
Κ^,Ν^Ν'^Β
2
*^*
1
 ів{к + (ε2 + 1 )/2 ,тЯ + ^ + 1/2) 
г
1 2 ; 2 
•'1:1:1 
« + ( e 2 + l)/2 : τηΚ + κ + η,—η ; 
/с + ε2/2 + ei + mR + 1 : /с + 1/2 ; 
mR + κ + η ' , — η' 
; ΐ , ι 
« + 1 / 2 
+
 (*+"І/2)»В(* + (е2 + 3 ) / 2 ' т Д + ε ι + 3/2) 
η η 
F 1 ' 2 ' 2 
•'1:1:1 
«:+(<Γ2 + 3)/2 : mR + κ + η + 1,1 - η ; 
κ + ε2/2 + ei + mR + 3 : /с + 3/2 ; 
mR + fe + η' + 1,1 - η ' 
/с+ 3/2 ; ΐ , ι (7.35) 
For the other matrix elements we obtain similar expressions. 
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7.5 Results 
Consider the first order corrections АЕ£\ for the potential 
V{r) = 
i.e. ei - 1/2, 62 = - 1 in Eq. 7.32: 
• к> 0 
УГ ar* (7.36) 
AERM = a t ( ^ l / 2 ) n Г( К + т Д + п + 1 ) f 
n! r ( # t + l / 2 Г(гаД + п + 3/2) I v ' ; 
F i 2,2 
1(«; 1 ) 3/2) 
mR + κ + η,—η ; m û + « + η, — η 
+ 
η" 
( κ + 1 / 2 ) 2 
K + mR + 1 : к+1/2 
B(K + l,mR + 2)· 
к + 1 / 2 ; ΐ , ι 
p i 2,2 
'* 11.1 
/с + 1 : т Д + /с + п + 1,1 — п. ; 
к + т Д + З : № + 3/2 ; 
т Д + к + п + 1 , 1 — п. 
к + 3/2 ; і , і }• 
• к < О 
(7.37) 
дяд! !) _ (-/с + І / г ) ^ ! Г(-/с + т Д + η + 1) a 
η ! Г ( - к ; + 1 / 2 ) Г ( т Д + п + 3/2) 
^ ( - / с . т Д + І ) ^ 1 ! 2 ; ! 2 -№ : т Д - «; + η + 1,— η — 1 ; 
- к + т Д + І : - / с + 1 / 2 ; 
т Д — к, + η + 1, — η — 1 
- к + 1 / 2 ' ^ 1 
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(mR — к + η + 1 
+
 Γ"-"'+Ί/2'1) ß(-'t+i.-Ä+2) 
p i 2,2 
•^ 1 1,1 
—к + 1 : mR — л + п + 2, — η 
-к + mR + 3 : - л + 3/2 
•д
+
+ ",^""И}· (7-38) 
For the radial ground state (η = 0), and the first radial excitation (n = 1), 
this reduces for к > 0 to 
AERÍ" - а Г ( « ) Г ( т Д + 1 )
 ί 7 3 θ ί 
Δ^Λο,. - 0 *
г ( / с + 1 / 2 ) г ( т д + 1 / 2 ) . I
7
·
3 9 ) 
AFffW - Г(/с)Г(тД + 1) 
^" ' Г(іс + 3/2)Г(тД + 3/2) /с(тЛ + 1) + -{mR + к + 1) 4 
(7.40) 
The second order energy corrections yield e.g. for the radial ground 
state (n = 0) 
AERW- a* r ' torVfl + i) 
А 2 Щ )
" - - 2 Г>(к + 1 / 2 ) Г ' ( т Д + 1 / 2 ) ( т А ' 
^ ( « + 1 / 2 ) , (/с + т Д + 1 ) ; ( т Д + к + 2 » 
; t í ( т Д + 1/2), ( т Д + к + j)2 jj\ 
•
 ZF¡{к, mR + K + j , -j; к + mR + 1, к + 1/2; 1) . (7.41) 
For higher radial excitations we obtain similar results. In principle we can 
calculate these corrections. However in practice the calculations are very 
tedious, and can be done in closed form only for special values of т Д , 
because then the 3F2 hypergeometric functions with argument 1 reduce to 
rational functions of j [Luk75]. In this case the summations appearing in 
Eq. 7.34 can be done explicitly. For т Д = 1 and к = 1 we obtain e.g. 
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A£«ö = - * £ , 
AERYl = 
">•[ /1892 81π2 
221\ 
108/ 
(7.42) 
In Fig. 7.1 we plot AERQJ^ as a function of mR for different values of 
к. We see that higher angular excitations are less affected by the Coulomb 
attraction, аз expected. 
Figure 7.1: First order corrections for η = 0. 
In Fig. 7.2 we plot AER^\ as a function of mR for η = 0 to 4. Note 
that for low values of mR the ground state is shifted less, and for higher 
values of mR it is. shifted more than the excited states. This is due to the 
fact that for higher values of mR, the quarks are more concentrated in the 
centre of the bag, and the wave functions increase at the origin for higher 
radial quantum number n, while for low values of mR the quarks are more 
concentrated outside the centre. 
In Fig. 7.3 we plot a few low lying unperturbed energy levels, which 
show an accidental degeneracy in к and n, and the corresponding first 
order shifted energy levels for mR = 1 and a, = 0.4 in order to see how 
the accidental degeneracy in η and к is lifted. 
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n = 0 
Figure 7.2: First order corrections for к = 1. 
10 12 
Figure 7.3: Unperturbed and first order shifted energy levels. 
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In a recent article [chap6] the exact energy spectrum was obtained for 
a Dirac particle in an SO(3,2) bag with a Coulomb interaction of the form 
(Eq. 7.36) by doing a numerical calculation. The results of the numerical 
calculations can be used to see how accurate the perturbative results are 
as a function of a,. 
5.0 
АО 
3.0 
ER 
2 0 
1.0 
0 0 
0.2 0.4 0 6 0 8 1.0 
I s 
Figure 7.4: 'Exact' energy spectrum and second order shifted 
spectrum for к = 1, mR = 1. 
In Fig. 7.4 we plot the spectrum as a function of a, for #c = 1, mR = 1 
for η = 0 and η = 1, with the solid curves corresponding to the 'exact' 
numerical solutions and the dashed curves to the perturbation results up 
to second order, where we used Eq. 7.42. For a, = 0.5 the relative error 
using only first order perturbations is about 5%. Taking also second order 
perturbations into account, this reduces to about 1.5%. Of course, for other 
energy levels and other values of mR the errors will vary a little; in fact, 
they increase with increasing values of mR. 
In Table 7.1 we have given the energy values for к = 1, mR = 1 and for 
a, = 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 respectively, using the exact results of Ref. [chap6]. 
The first order perturbation results and the second order perturbation re­
sults and errors are given in order to get an idea of the correctness of the 
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n = 0 
n = 1 
a. 
0.1 
0.01 
0.001 
0.1 
0.01 
0.001 
£Д(КеГ.[сЬар6]) 
2.3697667642 
2.48723982511 
2.498726483895 
4.3410114369 
4.48440598914 
4.498443497811 
ERW 
2.3726760455 
(2.91 Ю - 3 ) 
2.48726760455 
(2.78 IO"5) 
2.498726760455 
(2.77 IO"7) 
4.3443818334 
(3.37 IO"3) 
4.48443818334 
(3.21 ΙΟ"6) 
4.498443818334 
(3.20 IO-7) 
ERW 
2.3699118088 
(1.45 Ю- 4) 
2.48723996218 
(1.37 IO"7) 
2.498726484031 
(1.36 ю- 1 0) 
4.3411781693 
(1.67 10-*) 
4.48440614670 
(1.58 IO"7) 
4.498443497968 
(1.57 IO"10) 
Table 7.1: Energy levels for mR = 1, к = 1. 
perturbative results. In fact this is also a check on the numerical results. 
We see that the results are in excellent agreement. 
When second order perturbation calculations, based on a Schrôdinger 
equation, are done, the energy corrections have some general features which 
can be seen from Eq. 7.28. For the ground state the second order correction 
is always negative, because the denominator in each term of the summation 
is negative. If all matrix elements of V are of the same order, then nearby 
levels have a bigger effect on the second order energy shift than distant ones. 
In our case however, the situation is slightly different, due to the presence 
of negative energy solutions. When considering the ground state Εο,ι we 
must realize that it is a physical ground state, but not a mathematical 
one. The contribution of the positive energy solutions to the second order 
shift is again negative. The contribution of the negative energy levels is, 
however, positive, because now the denominators in Eq. 7.28 are positive. 
However the positive energy levels are situated nearer to the ground state, 
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so the total energy shift will be negative, just as in the Schrödinger case. 
For higher excitations the influence of the negative energy solutions will 
decrease. 
We calculated the contribution of the negative energy levels to the sec-
ond order energy corrections for к = 1, mR = 1 for η = 0 and 1. We find 
that the contribution is about 15% of the contribution due to the positive 
energy levels for the ground state, and about 12% for the first excited state. 
It turns out that the effect decreases with increasing mR, as expected. 
7.6 Conclusions 
In the foregoing sections it has been shown that ordinary perturbation the­
ory can be applied to problems involving a Dirac equation with a completely 
discrete spectrum. The anti-de Sitter bag is ideally suited for this purpose. 
The analytically obtained solutions up to second order for a Coulomb inter­
action corresponding to one-gluon exchange compare perfectly with the nu­
merically obtained values using the exact equation of Ref. [chap6]. Strictly 
speaking, the calculations correspond to the situation where a light quark 
is bound to an infinitely heavy quark and strong decay is neglected. For 
heavy quarkonia (e.g. cc or bb bound states) on the other hand, the results 
will not deviate much from the actual situation, provided the reduced mass 
is used. 
A remarkable feature is the influence of the negative energy unperturbed 
states on the spectrum. These states seem to push the low lying positive 
energy levels upward. Finally, note that the flat space limit (R —» oo) 
cannot be taken. The reason is that this kind of perturbation method can 
only be trusted when the energy shifts are small compared to the average 
unperturbed level spacings, which become zero when R —* oo. 
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Samenvatt ing 
Fysische toepassingen van de anti-de Sitter geometrie 
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een historisch overzicht van artikelen over de anti-de 
Sitter ruimte (AdS) en het gebruik van de anti-de Sitter ruimte en geometrie 
in de fysica. 
Hoofdstuk 2 bevat een algemene bespreking van de anti-de Sitter ruimte 
en een behandeling van de fysica in zo'n ruimte. De problemen worden 
besproken die ontstaan als men deze ruimte opvat als een cosmologisch 
model. Ook worden enkele groepentheoretische aspecten uiteengezet van 
de groep SO(3,2), waarvan de overdekkingsgroep de invariantiegroep is van 
de anti-de Sitter ruimte. 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een overzicht gegeven van homogene en inho-
mogene scalarpropagatoren in de anti-de Sitter ruimte-tijd. Verder wor-
den uitdrukkingen afgeleid voor massieve spinorpropagatoren als functie 
van coördinaten op de hyperboloïde in vijf dimensies die de anti-de Sitter 
ruimte beschrijft. Daarna worden de spinorpropagatoren afgeleid voor een 
natuurlijk vierbein, door een zodanige lokale rotatie van het funfbein in 
vijf dimensies, dat een van de assen loodrecht op de hyperboloïde komt te 
staan. In het laatste gedeelte wordt de sferische AdS bag geïntroduceerd, 
die als een geometrische beschrijving gebruikt kan worden voor hadronen. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt eerst een overzicht gegeven van de Stueckelberg-
methode voor het verkrijgen van massieve vectorpropagatoren in de Min-
98 
kowski ruimte. Daarna worden de veldvergelijkingen afgeleid voor mas-
sieve vectordeeltjes in AdS. Verder worden de genormaliseerde vectorpro-
pagatoren geconstrueerd, gebruik makend van de veldvergelijkingen en de 
quantumcondities, met behulp van een generalisatie van de Stueckelberg-
methode. De massaloze limiet (quantum-electrodynamica in AdS) wordt 
ook bediscussieerd en vergeleken met de resultaten van andere auteurs. 
Massaloos heeft hier de betekenis van conform invariant. 
In hoofdstuk 5 worden uitdrukkingen afgeleid voor de generalisatie van 
de Coulomb- en Yukawapotentiaal voor scalar- en vectordeeltjes in de anti-
de Sitter ruimte. Het verband met de desbetreffende propagatoren wordt 
besproken. Verder wordt een beschrijving gegeven van de anti-de Sitter bag, 
verkregen door een centrale projectie van de anti-de Sitter hyperboloïde. 
Ook worden de bovenstaande potentialen besproken in deze bag. 
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt de energie-eigenwaardevergelijking afgeleid voor 
relativistische spinordeeltjes (quarks) in een anti-de Sitter bag, zowel met 
als zonder kleur-Coulomb-interactie, in de vorm van een één-gluon uitwisse-
lingspotentiaal, zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. Voor vrije quarks worden 
analytische uitdrukkingen gegeven voor de golffuncties en het spectrum. 
Voor quarks met kleur-interactie wordt een numerieke procedure besproken 
voor het verkrijgen van de golffuncties en het spectrum. Ook worden Iep-
tonische vervalbreedtes berekend voor enkele charmonium en bottomonium 
toestanden en vergeleken met de experimentele waarden. De relevantie van 
dit model wordt bediscussieerd voor berekeningen met gekoppelde kanalen, 
om hadronisch verval mee te nemen, in een geünitariseerd meson-model 
met kleur-Coulomb-interactie. 
De tijdsonafhankelijke storingstheorie voor relativistische spinorvelden 
in de AdS bag met kleur-Coulomb-interactie wordt in hoofdstuk 7 bestu-
deerd. Expliciete uitdrukkingen voor de energiecorrecties tot op tweede 
orde worden gegeven. Ook worden de resultaten vergeleken met de 'exacte' 
numerieke berekeningen uit hoofdstuk 6. De bijdrage aan de energiecor-
recties van de ongestoorde toestanden, met zowel positieve als negatieve 
energie, wordt bediscussieerd. 
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STELLINGEN 
1 
De bewering dat de waarschijnlijkheid van paarvorming in een constant 
uniform electrisch veld te berekenen is zonder te hoeven renormalizeren 
is niet juist. 
С Itzykson and J-B. Zuber, Quantum Field Theory (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1980). 
2 
Men kan geen enkele conclusie trekken uit resultaten van QCD bereke­
ningen tot op tweede orde met betrekking tot hogere orde resultaten. 
Het heeft daarom weinig zin over het beste renormalizatie schema te 
spreken of om criteria aan te leggen voor het verkrijgen van de beste 
tweede orde resultaten. 
P.M. Stevenson, Phys. Rev. D 22, 2916 (1981). 
3 
Het 'kwadraat' van de Dirac operator in een algemene gekromde ruimte 
is niet op een eenvoudige manier gerelateerd aan de Klein-Gordon ope­
rator, in tegenstelling tot wat soms wordt beweerd. 
N.D. Birrell and P.C.W. Davies, Quantum Fields in Curved Space (Cambridge U.P., 
Cambridge, 1982). 
4 
Het meenemen van een kleur-Coulomb potentiaal in het SO(3,2) bag 
model zorgt ervoor dat de golffuncties in de oorsprong een grotere 
waarde krijgen, terwijl het spectrum equidistant blijft. Het is daarom 
zinvol een Coulomb potentiaal in te bouwen in het geünitariseerde 
meson model, teneinde leptonische vervalbreedtes te krijgen, die goed 
overeenkomen met de experimentele waarden. 
Hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift. 
5 
Het is veel inzichtelijker om in massaloze <^4-theorie, in plaats van 
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